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Summary Report of the 3rd Research Coordination Meeting (RCM) of
the Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on Intercomparison of

analysis methods for seismically isolated nuclear structures

Hertford, UK, May 25-29th, 1998

1. Introduction

The RCM was held at the Tun Abdul Razak Research Centre, Brickendonbury, Hertford. The
purpose was to review progress on the finite element (FE) prediction of the force-deformation
behaviour of seismic isolators and to discuss the first set of analytical results for the prediction of
the response of base-isolated structures to earthquake inputs.

The following countries and delegates participated:-

Italy

Japan
Republic of Korea
Russia
UK

USA
EC
IAEA

Mr. A. Dusi
Dr. A. Martelli
Dr. K. Hirata
Mr. Bong Yoo
Prof. V.S. Belyaev
Dr. K. Fuller
Mr. H. Ahmadi
Prof. J. Kelly
Mr. V. Renda
Dr. A. Rinejski

(ENEL)
(ENEA)
(CRffiPI)
(KAERI)
(SRCMCW)
(TARRC)
(TARRC)
(EERC)
(ELSA)

The Indian delegate (Mr. R. Ravi) was unable to attend owing to visa difficulties/

After Dr. Fuller welcomed the delegates to TARRC, and opening remarks by Dr. Rinejski of IAEA,
each country made a presentation of their contribution to the CRP, Mr. Dusi speaking for Italy and
Mr. Ahmadi for UK.
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2. Summaries of Technical Presentations

Italy
ENEL-Research, Hydraulic & Structural Centre and ENEA-ERG-SIEC-SISM, besides supplying
member states through the IAEA with experimental data on High Damping Rubber Bearings
(HDRBs), have already completed numerical simulations of Italian HDRBs and US HDRBs for the
intercomparison studies. In addition, they have analysed Japanese data concerning Lead Rubber
Bearings (LRBs) and Natural Rubber Bearings (NRBs) based on the available rubber material data.

The work presented by the Italian participants in the third RCM's technical Sessions (A. Dusi,
ENEL - Research, Hydraulic & Structural Centre and A. Martelli, ENEA-ERG-SIEC-SISM) gave
an account of the results obtained in the numerical analyses performed on Japanese Natural Rubber
Bearings (NRBs). Extensive numerical work was performed by considering meshes with different
refinements and different element types. The numerical analyses, aimed at investigating the effects
of the numerous variables of the problem, identified which type of material model, discretization
and elements have to be adopted in order to obtain a good correlation with the experimental results
at very large strains. The results obtained were presented during the RCM technical sessions, and
are reported in detail in the paper provided to the Agency. The results given in the paper for
Japanese LRBs, as well as those presented at the Taormina RCM for Japanese NRBs, stress the
need for an improvement of the analyses, for both NRBs and LRBs, based on more precise
data concerning the characterisation of the materials (natural rubber and lead). The effects of
rubber compressibility must be included. At least an attempt should be made also to include
temperature effects on lead behaviour. This will be done after a detailed discussion on the reasons
for any differences between the results of the analyses carried out by the various participants using
the present material data.

In conclusion, the Italian position is that, according to the goals of a CRP, the isolator analyses
should be continued to give the opportunity to obtain the necessary improvement and develop a
better understanding of the parameters affecting the isolator behaviour.

Additionally, the Italian participants provided Member States through the Agency with data
concerning a steel frame mock-up (MISS) which was subjected to a wide-ranging experimental
programme in the framework of a project funded by the EC. Test results concerning different
seismic excitations for both the fixed-base and isolated configurations have been selected and
proposed as a benchmark exercise. Data included seismic excitations, recorded displacements and
accelerations as well as rubber bearing characteristics. The data were made available by ENEL on a
dedicated web site, and the necessary instructions on how to get the data were explained to the
RCM participants. During RCM's technical session, a detailed presentation and discussion of
experimental data concerning the isolated structures, and presentation of preliminary analyses was
given by the Italian participants, and are reported in two papers provided to the Agency.

In particular, Mr. Dusi presented the main features of a new simplified non-linear model, developed
by ENEL, with exponential constitutive law describing the rubber behaviour. The model has been
implemented as a "User Subroutine" in the ABAQUS finite element code. The new model, based
on three rubber parameters, allows for a very accurate evaluation of the response of seismically
base-isolated structures and it may be used not only for research studies, but also for design
purposes. Its reliability has been checked by comparing the computed and experimental motions of
a base isolated mock-up subjected to various earthquake motions on a shaking-table. The model has
been developed for laminated elastomeric bearings, but it can be adequately applied to other types
of isolation devices having a continuously decreasing stiffness with increasing displacement (eg.
rubber or helical springs coupled with metallic yielding elements, Wire Rope friction isolators, etc.)
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Japan
Updated analyses by ABAQUS are performed for Natural Rubber Bearing (NRB) and Lead Rubber
Bearing (LRB) of which the test data are provided by Japan. For the LRB the post- yield stress-
strain relationship of lead is incorporated into the analysis. Shear loading tests with a compression
applied as well as compressive tests are simulated. This time, volumetric test results on the rubber
compound conducted by CRIEPI enable a strain energy function allowing for the effects of
compressive strain to be determined, thus resulting in improvement of the agreement between
analytical prediction and test data for both NRB and LRB. Test results of High Damping Rubber
Bearing (HDRB) provided by Korea are also simulated using a strain energy function for the rubber
obtained from test data on the same compound. It is shown that the choice of the functional form of
the strain energy function affects the analytical results.

Shaking-table test data for a frame structure provided by Italy are analysed for both base-fixed and
base-isolated cases. Hysteresis of the rubber isolation bearings is modelled as combined elasto-
plastic spring and non-linear elastic spring. Parameters of these springs are determined from test
data obtained for the rubber bearings. The time history of the acceleration response for the base-
fixed and base-isolated cases and that of the displacement response for the base-isolated case as well
as the floor response spectra are all compared with the corresponding test results.

Republic of Korea
The comparisons between analytical results and test data for ENEA, HDRB (Soft and hard rubber
cases) and CRIEPI NRB and LRB were performed at the 1st and 2nd RCM of the IAEA CRP. The
analysis methods developed in the above RCMs are similarly applied to the analysis of KAERI
HDRB. The combined shear and compression behaviour of the KAERI HDRB made of Rubber
Consultants rubber and the responses to shaking of the CRIEPI isolated rigid mass mock-up are
analysed. For FEM analyses of KAERI HDRB, three kinds of strain energy density function
provided within the ABAQUS program are tried as the hyperelastic constitutive law for rubber. The
analytical results are compared with test data for the three constitutive models. The prediction of
the response to the shaking-table inputs of the CRIEPI rigid mass mock-up supported by scaled lead
rubber bearings are obtained by ABAQUS time-history analyses. Both linear and bilinear
hysteretic models to simulate the behaviour of the rubber bearings are used in the analysis.

In the comparison of the predicted behaviour of KAERI HDRB bearings with test results, the
calculated horizontal forces using the rubber material models of Ogden (N=3) agree well with
experimental ones up to 300% strain. There is little discrepancy between the solutions obtained
with 2D and 3D analyses.

Regarding the response during the shaking-table tests of CRIEPI rigid mass mock-up, the calculated
accelerations and displacements for isolated structure under design earthquake motion (1.5S1) agree
well with test results. The calculated accelerations for the isolated structure under beyond design
earthquake motion (4.6S1) are larger than those in the tests, but the calculated displacements agree
well with the observations. In this case the vertical stiffness of the rubber bearing greatly affects the
structural responses in part of the high frequency region.

Russia
Design evaluation of the force characteristics of HRDB model has been conducted by a special
method of non-linear elastic theory using the continuum transformation method. Satisfactory
agreement between design and experimental data has been obtained. The practical importance of the
results is decreased, however, due to deficiencies in the data for determination of rubber material
constants. The presented test data only partly reflect the real properties of rubber layers in a bearing.
Using the constants received from these tests in calculations gives a large discrepancy between the
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design and experimental results. This may relate to the fact that the bearing had been manufactured
under different cure conditions from the testpieces. Therefore to determine the constants it may be
better to use experimental data from bearing model tests, which could be treated (with some degree
of approximation) as the characteristics of simple types of deformed state. However, such an
approach, firstly, permits us to determine the constants rather approximately, since the experimental
characteristics are influenced by damping and the coupling of the steel and rubber layers, and the
results obtained this way should not be generalised to calculations of a full scale bearing. Therefore,
in order to obtain rubber material constants, it seems worthwhile to carry out tests not on models
(which are geometrically similar to the actual bearing) but on testpieces cut from a bearing. During
its curing such a testpiece should experience the identical conditions as the full-scale bearing. The
loading geometry should minimise (wherever possible) the influence any changes produced in the
rubber near where it bonds to the steel. The most suitable loadings are torsion and bulk
compression. To a lesser degree shear loading may be suitable. Tension-compression tests may be
used for assessing the derived material model. For determination of elastic and dissipative
constants "dynamic" (cyclic), static and relaxation tests are necessary.

During 1997, experimental investigations of a low-frequency seismic isolation system for a full-
scale component of VVER-640 reactor building have been performed. The component tested
consisted of 2-storey metal construction. The dimensions are about 22.0 x 6.0 x 7.0m. Elastic and
inertial construction parameters were chosen to simulate real building characteristics. Full-scale
seismic isolators with 30% filling of the cassette assembly (2 devices from 6) were used.

For prediction of the seismic isolation system's response to the input simulating the seismic ground
motions, a simplified design model of the isolated facility has been used. The component was
simulated by an elastic beam; the isolation supports were treated as non-linear devices. The test
results for a full-scale sub-section of the seismic isolation system under various conditions have
been presented. Accelerograms of the seismic stand, the isolated facility motion as well as the
response spectra to which they correspond under excitation of natural oscillations of the system in
the horizontal direction due to non-zero initial conditions for this position have been shown.
Similar results of the seismic isolation system testings under excitation of vertical system motion
due to explosive methods have been obtained as well. In 1998 the participants from Russian
Federation plan to carry out further seismic isolation system tests under various loading conditions
and taking into account variations of the dissipative and elastic characteristics of the system.

Additional data on the engineering design of pneumatic seismic isolators, viscous dampers and 3D
seismic isolation system for the VVER-640 have been presented.

UK
Results were presented on the finite element analysis of four types of isolators and were compared
with experimental data.

ENEA High Damping Rubber Bearing: It was asserted that the polynomial representation of the
strain energy function based on the Rivlin formulation is not capable of accommodating the non-
linear behaviour of the material at small strains. Therefore the best that could be achieved is to fit
the parameters of the model up to the strains of interest. This was shown to be a reasonable
assumption by the good agreement between FE predicted and experimental data on the force-
deformation behaviour of the ENEA bearing in shear under a vertical load of 50kN. The FE
prediction using a bulk modulus of 2500 MPa and a 5-term Rivlin model for the material for the
vertical deflection of the bearing under a compressive load equal to 11 times the design load was
reasonable. However, the data suggests that a lower value for the bulk modulus may be more
appropriate.
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CRIEPI Natural Rubber Bearing: Close agreement is shown between the experimental data and FE
predictions at 200% rubber shear strain for the bearing under 150 tonf vertical load. The magnitude
chosen for the bulk modulus did not seem to affect the shear stiffness. However, choosing a value
for the bulk modulus as low as 12000kgf/cm/cm, the figure supplied by CRIEPI for this rubber,
gave a predicted vertical deflection under 150 tonf (after the imposition of 200% shear strain) much
lower than the experimental observation. Further investigation of the FE prediction of the vertical
behaviour of bearings under bi-axial load is recommended.

CRIEPI Lead Rubber Bearing: FE predictions of the behaviour of this bearing under a monotonic
loading up to 200% shear strain in the rubber, using a kinematic strain hardening rule for the lead
core, was presented. The considerable disagreement between FE results and experimental data is
attributed to the use of inappropriate material data.

KAERI High Damping Rubber Bearing: Material characterisation data obtained by ENEL for the
KAERI rubber was fitted to three material models: namely neo-Hookear, 5-term Rivlin polynomial
and a strain energy function proposed by Gregory, Muhr and Stephens. The last is based on the
assumption that for filled rubbers the first derivative of the strain energy functio with respect to the
second strain invariant I2 is very small. Therefore the function contains only the first strain
invariant Ii. The behaviour of the material for pure shear, equi-biaxial tension and uni-axial
compression modes of deformation was best predicted by the Gregory, Muhr and Stephens model.
Unfortunately, experimental data for simple shear deformation was not available.

The FE results for the shear load-deformation of this bearing obtained using neo-Hookean or Rivlin
polynomial model agree reasonably with the experimental data at 200% shear strain in the rubber.
However, at small strains the agreement is poor. The Gregory, Muhr and Stephens model gives a
force-deformation curve with a similar degree of non-linearity as the experimental results.
However, the absolute agreement between the FE predictions and experimental results is better at
small strains and worse at large strains for this model compared with the other two models.

Other work: FE results on the shear force against deformation of bearings (under a 50kN vertical
load) with different numbers of layers (6, 12 and 24) but the same total height of rubber show
identical behaviour for the 12 and 24 layer bearings. Somewhat surprisingly the bearing with six
layers appears to be stiffer in shear than the other two. The reasons for this will be investigated.

MARC predicted behaviour of a cube of rubber under simple shear deformation modelled with eight
solid elements and a two-term Rivlin strain energy function (with coefficients C10 and Cl 1) for the
rubber was in line with analytical solutions due to Rivlin. This suggests that MARC's numerical
solutions are reliable. This analysis was aimed at clarifying the reason for the FE predicted apparent
unphysical increase in the height of a layer of rubber when subjected to a shear loading after the
imposition of a vertical load.

USA
Seismic isolation technology in the United States today is applied almost entirely to large, expensive
buildings housing sensitive internal equipment, for example, computer centers, chip fabrication
factories, emergency operation centers, and hospitals. The isolators used in these applications are
large, expensive, and heavy. To extend this valuable earthquake-resistant strategy, it may be
advantageous to reduce the cost and weight of the isolators. The presentation will cover the
modeling of seismic isolation bearings reinforced by sheets of fiber instead of the steel plates that
are currently used in all elastomeric isolators.



The primary weight in an isolator is in the reinforcing steel plates used to provide the vertical
stiffness of the rubber-steel composite element. A typical rubber isolator has two large end-plates
(around 25 mm thick) and 20 thin reinforcing plates (around 3 mm thick). The high cost of the
isolators results from the labor involved in preparing the steel plates and then laying-up the rubber
sheets and steel plates for vulcanization bonding in a mold. Both the weight and the cost of isolators
can be reduced by eliminating the steel reinforcing plates and replacing them with a fiber
reinforcement.

The reduction in weight is possible as fiber materials are available with an elastic stiffness that is of
the same order of magnitude as steel, thus the reinforcement needed to provide vertical stiffness can
be obtained by a similar volume of very much lighter material. The reduction in cost may be
possible if the use of fiber allows a simpler, less labor-intensive manufacturing process. It is also
possible that the current approach of vulcanization under pressure in a mold with steam heating can
be replaced by microwave heating in an autoclave.

In modeling the isolator reinforced with steel plates, the plates are assumed to be inextensional and
rigid in flexure. The fiber reinforcement is made up of many individual fibers grouped in strands
and coiled into a cord of submillimeter diameter. The cords are more flexible in tension than the
individual fibers, so that it is possible that they may stretch when the bearing is loaded by the weight
of a building. On the other hand, they are completely flexible in bending, so that the assumption that
is made when modeling current isolators that plane sections remain plane no longer holds. In fact,
when a fiber reinforced isolator is loaded in shear, a plane cross section becomes curved.

The horizontal stiffness and buckling of the elastomeric isolator with steel reinforcing plates is
modeled by an equivalent beam theory in which a bearing with many discrete pads is replaced by a
continuous composite beam with plane sections normal to the undeformed axis assumed to remain
plane but not normal to the deformed axis, reflecting the very low shear stiffness of the model.
When the reinforcement is perfectly flexible in bending, the beam model has to be extended to
permit the warping of the cross section. A beam theory is developed that parallels the familiar
strength-of-materials approach to beam theory, but includes a new displacement variable that
measures the warping of the section and uses a warping shape function that uncouples the warping
of the section from the axial deformation and the rotation.

The theoretical analyses of vertical and horizontal stiffnesses and the buckling of the fiber
reinforced isolator have been supplemented by some experimental work, and while the tests are still
in progress, they seem to indicate that the concept has practical value. While reduced from the steel
reinforced equivalent, adequate vertical stiffness and stability can be obtained.

EC
The Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission is in charge of the European
Laboratory for Structural Assessment (ELSA) that is a unique facility in Europe to test full/large
scale models of structures against earthquakes.

Techniques for mitigating the effects of dynamic loading such as strong earthquakes and high winds
can be grouped into three broad areas, including base isolation of structures, passive vibration
dampers and active control of structural vibration. A base-isolated system is characterised by a very
low natural frequency compared to those occurring during a strong earthquake. The superstructure
moves like a rigid body over its isolation system, deformations and energy dissipation being mostly
concentrated in the isolators.

At present there is no design standard for base-isolated structures. For this reason in general it is
requested that the structure itself must be able to resist the earthquake without isolation. This



restrictive condition allows the design of expensive structures that in general remain in the elastic
field when protected by base isolation. Future design standards for base-isolated structures should
overcome this restriction allowing the design of less expensive structures. Testing of large-scale
models of base-isolated structures is important for the validation of such standards. For these
reasons, ELSA has been engaged in the validation of the Pseudo-Dynamic method to test base-
isolated structures. The experimental campaign includes both the comparison between dynamic and
PsD snap-back tests performed at ELSA and the comparison between PsD tests performed at ELSA
and Shaking-Table tests performed at ISMES-Bergamo. The results obtained show that the PsD
method can been used for scope and that ELSA can be considered validated for this type of test.

The testing procedure adopted has been applied to steel frames and reinforced concrete frames
isolated with High Dumping Rubber Bearings (HDRB). Also cases of steel-hysteretic bearings have
been run at ELSA for tests related to the protection of cultural heritage structures.

The contribution of ELSA, through its capability of testing large scale models of protected systems
and the performance of its control systems, will be important for the validation of designs that
include these innovative technologies.

3. Additional Participant

Mr. Dusi spoke about the work of University of California, San Diego (UCSD) in the field of
seismic isolation and their proposed large load capacity testing facility for seismic bearings. He said
that UCSD were interested in joining the CRP and the delegates agreed that Mr. Rinejski should
pursue the matter.

4. Additional experimental data

Mr. Dusi reported that the characteristics of the rolling-ball rubber layer isolation device being
developed under the REEDS EC Project should be made available shortly to participants via a node
on the ENEL computer. A copy would be sent to Dr. Rinejski.

Prof. Belyaev reported that further results of seismic response tests on a component of NPP would
be available in December.

5. Analysis of isolators

Referring to Table 1 (Types of Isolator) of the minutes of the first RCM, the following contributions
to the analysis of isolators were presented at this RCM.

Country
Isolator type

Italy
2

Japan
1,2,4,6

Korea
6

Russia
4,6

UK
1,2,4,6

The discussion of the results presented at the meeting already identified certain issues that still need
further work. The main points are:-

(i) NRB and HDRB: shear force-deformation behaviour predictions and observations agree
reasonably



(ii) LRB: shear behaviour is not predicted satisfactorily. This was thought to be due to
inappropriate characterisation of the behaviour of the lead plug.

It was also noted that the LRB chosen for analysis had a small lead plug and thus the
contribution of the lead to the overall bearing behaviour was rather small.

(iii) NRB and HDRB: prediction of vertical force-deflection behaviour is uncertain. The
compressibility of the rubber makes an important, indeed sometimes major contribution, to the
vertical stiffness, but the measured bulk modulus values obtained during material
characterisation were surprising in some cases. The FE analysis was found to be sensitive to
the element mesh density and element type. The analyses presented showed the vertical
deflections, particularly during combined shear and compression behaviour, were sensitive to
the details of the material characterisation; some of the predictions show non-physical
behaviour for the vertical response despite the shear response appearing satisfactory.

6. Analysis of structures

The following analyses were presented at the meeting:-

Italy
Japan

Korea
Russia

MISS structure
MISS structure
Rigid mass mock-up
Rigid mass mock-up
VVER-640

The Korean delegate reported that he had just completed analysis of the storage pool. The further
analyses to be performed are:-

Italy Storage pool, rigid mass, VVER-640
Japan MISS structure (complete)
Korea MISS structure
Russia MISS structure, rigid mass
UK MISS structure, rigid mass

7. Future work

7.1 Isolators
Japan will supply LRB bearing test data and rubber material charactisation data for a bearing with a
larger lead plug.

Each participant will analyse LRB (Japan) and HDRB (Italy) using the strain energy function, FE
mesh and element type prescribed by the country supplying the bearing data. This exercise will
provide a comparison between the computing codes. The necessary information to be supplied to
participants by July 31st.

It was agreed that Japan for their NRB and LRB, and Italy and Korea for their HDRB would make a
detailed comparison between the FE predictions made by each participant for a particular bearing
and the corresponding experimental data. It was anticipated that such an exercise would highlight



deficiencies in the analyses. The results of the comparisons would be made available to participants
by October 1998.

The factors influencing the FE prediction of vertical stiffness will be assessed systematically.
Element type and mesh density will be investigated by Italy and strain energy functions by UK. As
well as vertical stiffness, the height drop produced by shearing whilst a vertical load is applied will
be studied.

The torsion benchmark problem presented at the last RCM has already been used to compare
MARC and ABAQUS FE results with exact analytical predictions. The CASTEM 2000 code in
India should be checked using this benchmark problem.

7.2 Structures
The future work on analysis of structures is outlined in Section 6. The anlaysis will use the
participants simplified models of the isolation devices. The earthquake input for each structure
shall be specified by the country supplying the data relating to that structure. For MISS structure,
the inputs are:-

1-D Test 135
3-D Test 167;

the acceleration inputs should be unsealed. It was agreed that the structural response spectra would
be presented as a function of frequency.

Conclusions

The value of the CRP was emphasised by the participants.

The addition of UC - San Diego to the CRP was recommended to IAEA.

The intercomparison of predictions of bearing behaviour has identified important unexpected issues
requiring the deeper investigation outlined under Future Work. As a result completion of this part
of the CRP will be delayed until the meeting in November 1999.

The analysis of structures has begun but the work has been held up by the additional effort required
on the isolator FE analysis. The structural analyses are expected to raise further important issues,
and thus completion of this phase is anticipated to require two years. The participants therefore
request IAEA to extend the CRP by one year. Allowing this important work to proceed to a final
conclusion would benefit both nuclear and other seismically vulnerable high tech industries.
Indeed, since seismic isolation is suitable for many types of structure, the work under the CRP to
improve design procedures for isolators and analysis of isolated structures should have widespread
application.

Next meeting
It was agreed to hold the next RCM in Vienna during November 1999.

There will be an opportunity for some participants to meet informally during the Post-SMiRT
seminar in Korea in August 1999.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the results of numerical predictions (Finite element method) on single
isolator data of High Damping Rubber Bearing supplied by Korea and USA and Lead
Rubber Bearing supplied by Japan are presented. Due to symmetry in geometry and
loading conditions, a 180° sector model has been analysed using the general purpose
Finite element computer code ABAQUS. The results show that for the combined
compression and shear loading case the numerical predictions match well with the
experimental results. The comparison is particularly very good in the shear strain range
50% to 150% which is of actual interest to design. The variation in the vertical
compressive load from 0% to 200% of the design vertical load does not influence the
horizontal displacement response due to shearing loads.

1. INTRODUCTION

The IAEA sponsored Co-ordinated Research Programme (CRP) on
"Intercomparison of Analysis Methods for Seismically Isolated Nuclear Structures" aim
at (i) developing a clear understanding of the behavior of the various types of seismic
isolation bearings by comparing the numerical results with that of experiments and (ii)
comparison of the numerical predictions of the behavior of the isolated structures with
experiments by incorporating a simplified and yet reasonably accurate numerical model
for the isolator. Accordingly, the numerical predictions of the single isolator bearings and
their comparison has been taken up as the first stage of the CRP work. Among the various
participating countries viz. India, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation,
UK, USA and European Commission, five countries who have conducted experiments on
single isolator bearings have provided the data to all the participants of the CRP for
Intercomparison purpose. Out of the five sets of experimental data on laminated rubber
bearings supplied respectively by Italy, Japan(2 sets), Korea and USA, the numerical
calculation results of the two isolator bearings, HDRB supplied by Italy and Natural
Rubber Bearing supplied by Japan, were presented at the 2nd RCM held at Taormina,



Italy from 25-29 Aug. 1997 (Selvaraj, 1997). This paper presents the results of
calculations on the remaining three models the laminated rubber bearings. For all these
calculations the general purpose computer code ABAQUS (ABAQUS, 1996) has been
used.

2. LAMINATED RUBBER BEARINGS

The Laminated rubber bearing, which is made by vulcanisation of alternate layers
of rubber and steel shims, is the main type of isolator being studied in the CRP, apart
From the pneumatic type from Russian Federation. The rubber used in the bearing has a
large nonlinearily and shows isotropically hyperelastic material behavior while enduring
large strain. Developing and defining an accurate model of the rubber (variously known
as elastomer) is important for the numerical predictions of the isolator as well as isolated
structural behavior. To model the rubber like material behaviour ABAQUS provides the
hyperelastic option with two forms of strain energy density functions viz. the polynomial
strain energy density function and Ogden strain energy density function which are briefly
explained here.

(i) Polynomial Form: The polynomial form of strain energy density function is given by
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A-i - principal extension ratio, Cy, Dj - material constants, N - order of the polynomial Jc] -
elastic volume ratio

The second term Dj becomes zero for fully incompressible material which is
approximately true for rubber like materials. Rubber material undergoes little change in
volume at stress levels that cause deformation and thus they can be treated as
incompressible and subject to the constraint, I3 = 1, where I3 = A,] X2 A,3 . Considering
N=l, the strain energy density function reduces to the form suggested by Mooney ie.
U = C, ( I , -3) + C2(I2-3)
which is first two terms in the expansion of U as a double power series about the values
11=3 and 12=3 for the undeformed state. For moderate strain Mooney form is used. For
high strain region, higher order terms in the strain energy function are required.

(ii) Ogden Form: The Ogden strain energy density function is given by

(.i, a, Dj are material constants



The polynomial form assumes that the strain energy density function is a polynomial
function of principal strain invariants whereas the Ogden model assumes that the strain
energy density is a separate function of the three principal extension ratios. Generally the
Ogden's model is more accurate in fitting the experimental results than the polynomial
model using an equivalent number of terms.

3. ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

There are three major steps in the analysis methodology which are given below.
i. Determination of material constants using the experimental data - In both the material

models discussed above, the material parameters are the unknown. These material
parameters are found out by using the experimental data which simulate simple state
of stress. Normally uniaxial tension, biaxial tension, pure shear and volumetric
compression test data are used.

ii. Discretization of the geometry using the IDEAS preprocessor. Here due to symmetry
in geometry and loading conditions, a 180° sector of the bearing only is modeled.

iii. Calculations of displacement for a monotonic loading involving initial compression in
the vertical direction and then shearing in the horizontal direction.

4. KAERI HIGH DAMPING RUBBER BEARING DATA SUPPLIED BY
KOREA

4.1 Geometry and Experimental data:
Korea has supplied experimental results on HDRB such as deformation

characteristics under combined compression & shear on single bearing. The main
geometrical and other details of the KAERI HDRB, shown in Fig. 1, are given below
Thickness of rubber sheets = 1.2 mm
Number of rubber layers = 29
Total thickness of rubber layers = 34.8 mm
Thickness of steel plate = 1.6 mm
Number of steel plates = 28
Thickness of steel end plates =30 mm
Diameter of rubber sheet =156 mm
Diameter of inner hole = 10.5 mm
Design axial stress = 2.55 MPa
Design horizontal deformation = 34.8 mm (100 % shear strain)

Along with this, the experimental results on rubber specimen have also been supplied
(in the digital form) so as to define material properties for rubber. These include results of
(nominal stress and nominal strain) uniaxial, biaxial, planar and confined volumetric test
data on simple rubber specimen (Fig. 2). The test data on the isolators (hysteretic and
break tests) are supplied only in the form of graphs.
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4.2 Determination of Material constants.
From the test data provided the material constants were found by the automatic

curve fitting capability available with ABAQUS. The material parameters obtained for
both polynomial and Ogden strain energy density function forms are given below.

Polynomial, N=2
C,0=0.6893
C20 = 0.2976E-1
C01=-0.1563
Cu=-0.4466E-l
C02 = 0.2603E-1
D, = 0.1145E-2
D2 = 0.392E-l

Ogden N=2
•H, = 0.3353E-l
Ha= 1.489
a, =5.399
a2= -0.5335
D,=0.1311E-2
D2 = -0.2575E-2

Ogden, N=3
»x, =2.615
u2 = 0.1055
H3=-0.1410
a, = -0.6154
a2= 4.623
a3=-1.035
D]=0.1142E-2
D2 = 0.2470E-4
D3=-0.7454E-6

Since the experimental data provided were having repeating entries in the deflection
values, these are to be identified and removed. Also to reduce the RMS error in the curve
fit, some of the data points in the low strain region and at some intermediate strain
regions were removed.

4.3 Finite Element Model
As indicated in 3.0, considering the symmetry in geometry and loading conditions

a 180° sector of the isolator only was modeled. The hybrid C3D8H element and reduced
integration element C3D8R of ABAQUS have been used to model the rubber and steel
shims respectively. The finite element model consisted of 12367 nodes and 6152
elements. Fixed boundary conditions have been employed at the bottom of the isolator
whereas symmetric boundary conditions have been used at the plane of symmetry. To
simulate the experimental conditions of applying the load, a dummy node at the top of the
isolator is modeled. This node is connected with the all the nodes lying in the top of the
end plate by multipoint constraints so that the end plate is constrained to translate in the
horizontal direction as a whole. The vertical and horizontal forces were applied through
this dummy node.

4.4 Numerical results
Calculations were performed for combined compression and shear with 100%

design vertical load. Three sets of calculations with rubber modeled using Polynomial
N=2, Ogden N=2 and Ogden N=3 forms of strain energy density functions were
performed. The horizontal load applied correspond to the displacement of 150% shear
strain (52.2mm). A typical deformed mesh alongwith the original mesh is shown in Fig.3.
The comparison of the calculational results with the experimental data is shown in Fig.4.
In order to see the effect of large shear strain, calculations were done upto 350% shear
strain and a comparison is made with the experimental shear failure test data (Fig.5).
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In the above calculations the vertical stress was held constant equal to 2.55 MPa
(design vertical stress). In order to see the effect of increasing the vertical load on the
displacement due to horizontal shearing loads, a parametric study was done by changing
the vertical stress from 0% to 200% of design vertical stress. The results are shown in
Fig.6.

4.5 Discussion of the results
From the results, it can be seen that Ogden N=3 gives more closer results than the

polynomial N=2 and Ogden N=2. Similarly for the large strain case also, the comparison
of the calculational results with shear failure test results show that Ogden N=3 was able
to give better results than the other two models. The results of Polynomial N=2 and
Ogden N=2 are almost similar.

The effect of increasing the vertical load on the horizontal displacement due to
shear loading is not substantial which indicates that the compressibility effect is not very
high.

5.0 ALMR HIGH DAMPING RUBBER BEARING DATA SUPPLIED BY USA

5.1 Geometry and Material data
The main geometrical and other details of the ALMR HDRB (1:8 scale) shown in

Fig. 7, are given below:
Thickness of rubber sheets = 2.3 mm
Number of rubber layers =15
Total thickness of rubber layers = 34.5 mm
Thickness of steel plate =1.9 mm
Number of steel plates = 14
Thickness of steel end plates = 33 mm
Diameter of rubber sheet = 153 mm
Diameter of inner hole = 20 mm
Design axial stress = 44 kN
Shear modulus of rubber = 1.4 MPa

The features of ALMR HDRB and KAERI HDRB are similar except for the
number of steel and rubber layers. Hence only limited analysis were performed for
ALMR HDRB. Since the digital data corresponding to the ALMR rubber material was
not available at the time of analysis, the material parameters, obtained from (Dusi, 1998),
were directly used in the analysis. The test data on the isolators (hysteretic and break
tests) were also available only in the form of graphs.

5.2 Numerical results and discussion
The analysis methodology followed are similar to the one followed for the

KAERI IIDRB. The Polynomial N=2 option was used, the FE model along with the
deformed shape is shown in Fig.8. The calculation results for the shear failures tests and
its comparison with the experiment is shown in Fig.9. The results show, as with KAERI,
the comparison of the calculated results with that of the experiment is good.



6.0 CRIEPI LEAD RUBBER BEARING (LRB) DATA SUPPLIED BY JAPAN

6.1 Geometry and material data
Japan has supplied two sets of test data one on natural bearing and the other on

lead rubber bearing (bearing with lead core). The main geometrical and other details of
the CRIEPI LRB shown in Fig. 10, is given below
Thickness of rubber sheets = 4.9 mm
Number of rubber layers = 2 5
Total thickness of rubber layers = 122.5 mm
Thickness of steel plate =3 .1 mm
Number of steel plates = 24
Diameter of rubber sheet = 876 mm
Diameter of inner hole = 98.0 mm
Design vertical load = 1 5 0 0 k N
Shear modulus of rubber = 6.0 MPa
Eslcc, = 200 GPa
Vs«cc! =0.271
E,cnd =17500 MPa
Vlcad = 0.44

Along with this, the experimental results on rubber specimen have also been supplied to
define material properties for rubber. These include results of strip biaxial test data shown
in Fig.l 1 where the derivative of strain energy as the function of strain invariants (I] & I2)
are given. The other data include test results on combined compression & shear and
compression with different offset shear strain, supplied in digitised form..

6.2 Finite Element Model
As in the case of KAERI HDRB model, considering the symmetricity of

geometry and loading, modelling of half of the isolator is sufficient. The C3D8II and
C3D8R elements of ABAQUS have been used to model rubber sheets and steel plates
respectively.

For modeling the lead core, the post yield stress strain relationship for lead is
given by (Hirata, 1997),

CT, = 4.0(1.0+0.096 logos',) )st
0-31

where a t and zt are the tensile true stress and true strain of the lead respectively and e', is
the true strain rate of the lead. Since the data on the strain rate was not available, two
models for lead as given in (Yoo,1997) were adopted where the initial yield stresses were
assumed as static and dynamic yield stresses respectively representing the soft and hard
lead properties. Also C3D8H elements were used for modelling the lead and interface
between the rubber and steel is taken to be continuous without any sliding. For the finite
element modelling each rubber shim is divided into two layers along the thickness. For
the the steel shims, since it normally translates without deformation, no division along the



thickness was used. Studies have shown that the difference in the results between using 2
layers and 3 layers for the rubber shims is only minimal. Fig 12 shows the finite element
mesh used for the analysis.

For the analysis, the bottom plate of the isolator is fixed and symmetric boundary
conditions have been used in symmetric plane. To simulate experimental conditions of
applying vertical and shear loads a dummy node has been created at the top of the rubber
pad and connected with all the nodes at the top end plate by multipoint constraints. As
indicated earlier, Japan has provided the derivative of the strain energy density functions
as the function of I] and I2 to model the constitutive behaviour of rubber. The material
behaviour is modelled by this derivatives through the user subroutine, UHYPER
avai lable with ABAQUS.

6.3 Finite Element Analysis
The finite element model of the LRB is applied with 1500kN of compressive

force, through the dummy node. Subsequently it is sheared to the required level by
keeping the compressive force constant. Since numerical instabilities occurred around
300% shear strain, calculations were done only upto 300% shear strain. The deformed
shape is shown in Fig. 12. The numerical results are compared with the results of cyclic
loading lest with 200% shear strain and cyclic loading test with 300% shear strain (See
Figl3(a) and Fig.l3(b) ). The comparison shows that the model with hard lead option
compares more closely than the soft lead option when the cyclic shear strain is 200 %
whereas the model with soft lead compares well with experiment when the cyclic shear
strain is 300%. This indicates that at larger strain the bearing softens more than the
present numerical model's predictions. This can also be seen in Fig. 14 wherein the
numerical results are compared with shear break test by monotonic loading. For the
calculation with compression with different offset strain, the isolator is first sheared to the
required level of offset shear strain. Subsequently the isolator is subjected to compression
keeping shear forces constant. The analysis has been repeated for different offset shear
strains of 0%, 50%, 100% and 200%. As in the case of NRB reported in (Selvaraj,1997)
the difference between the calculation and the experimental results is large. The poor
comparison is attributable to the assumption of incompressible behaviour of rubber in
constitutive equations.

In order to see the effect of the vertical load on the displacement due to horizontal
shearing loads, a parametric study was done by changing the vertical stress from 0% to
200% of design vertical stress. The results are shown in Fig. 15 which indicates that the
effect of increasing the vertical load on the horizontal displacement due to shear loading
is not substantial.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The high damping rubber bearings (HDRB) of Korea and USA and lead rubber
bearing (LRB) of Japan have been analysed using 3D 180° sector model for combined
compression and shear. The experimental data on rubber specimen have been used to
model the rubber material behaviour. The results of analysis have been compared with the
experimental results. The important conclusions are as follows:



• The force deformation behaviour of HDRBs and LRB for combined compression and
shear is well predicted by the FEM analysis using ABAQUS.

• The effect of vertical compressive load is seen to be minimal for both HDRBs and
LRB.

• For Korean MDRB, among the different form of strain energy density function
models, the Ogden N=3 gives more closer results to the experiment.

• The predictions of numerical model is good up to shear strain of 300%. At larger
strains the bearing becomes softer wherein the numerical model is harder.

• For the LRB, the deviation of numerical predictions from the experimental values
under compression with different offset strains is large. This deviation is attributable
to the modelling of rubber as incompressible in the constitutive equations.

With these calculations, the analysis of all the five laminated rubber bearings is
over and the stage-I of CRP work on single isolators comes to an end.
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Fig.l KAERI High Damping Rubber Bearing (HDRB)
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Fig.7 ALMR HDRB
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Strain energy density function

Fig. 11 CRIEPI LRB - Strip Biaxial test results
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Abstract

The paper is focused on isolation systems based on high damping rubber bearings (HDRB). The
present work describes a new simplified non linear model with exponential constitutive law
describing the rubber behaviour. The model is the improvement of a previous one developed in [1]
and has been implemented as "User Subroutine" in the well known ABAQUS finite element code.
The new model, based on three rubber parameters, allows a very accurate evaluation of seismic
response of seismically base isolated structures and it may be used not only for research studies but
for design activities as well.
Activities are being carried out in the framework of the four years' Co-ordinated Research
Programme (CRP) of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on "Intercomparison of
Analysis Methods for Seismically Isolated Nuclear Structures".

1. INTRODUCTION

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has initiated a Co-ordinated Research Programme
(CRP) on the implementation of base-isolation for nuclear structures. As part of the IAEA
International Working Group of Fast Reactors (IWGFR) CRP, test data sets relevant to isolated
structure were provided for a benchmark problem by the CRP participants.
Since 1993 ENEL Ricerca has carried out a wide, internal funded, research programme aimed at
evaluating the applicability of seismic base isolation to industrial plant, electrical substations and
equipment. During the research project, experimental campaign on single devices and structures
mock-up as well as extensive numerical activities have been carried out.
Particular attention has been devoted to HDRB devices because of their very promising features and
the world-wide diffusion. These devices are manufactured by vulcanisation bonding of layers of high
damping rubber to thin steel reinforcing plate, thus merging in a single mechanism both the frequency
filtering and energy dissipation functions necessary to achieve an effective isolation action. The
proposed model assumes a decreasing exponential constitutive law G(y) for the rubber compound;
this behaviour has been implemented through a parallel scheme of elastoplastic elements. A peculiar
feature of developed model is the possibility to reproduce the complex behaviour of HDRB devices
using only very simple information about the rubber compound, without any need of experimental
data relevant to tests on actual devices. Static tests were carried out on single bearings to identify the
force-displacement relationships, while dynamic tests were carried out using a 6 degree of freedom
shaking table to reproduce seismic events on mock-ups connected to the ground by means of 4 or 6
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HDRB devices. Results obtained from the numerical model are in very good agreement with
experimental displacements and accelerations, thus demonstrating the model capability to provide
reliable results using only cheap and simple tests made on rubber specimens. The model has been
developed considering laminated elastomeric bearings, but it can be adequately applied to other types
of isolation devices having a continuously decreasing stiffness with increasing displacement (e.g.
rubber or helical springs coupled with metallic yielding elements, Wire Rope friction isolators, etc.).

2. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Experimental tests on HDRB devices are carried out by imposing horizontal relative displacements
between the base and the top faces, and by reading the. value of force required. During these tests a
vertical load equal to the design load is applied. The main features of test results are:

-For values of shear strain y up to 100%, the tangential modulus G(y) of the bearing is a
monotonically decreasing function of y (or of the equivalent relative displacement);

- Each time the relative motion between the two ends of the bearing changes sign, the tangential
modulus takes back the maximum value;

- A kinematic hardening behaviour was observed, i.e. hysteretic loops remain inside an envelope
which represents the isolator behaviour;

- Under the hypothesis of small thickness of each rubber layer, the rubber bearing behaviour depends
on the normal area and on the total thickness of rubber layers only;

- The area of hysteretic loops is independent (within the typical working range) from the relative
velocity applied, i.e. the amount of damping can't be represented by means of an equivalent viscous
parameter.

3. NUMERICAL MODEL

A linear model cannot reproduce in a realistic way the behaviour of HDRB. The proposed approach,
described in [2], is a non-linear hysteretic model with the following assumptions:

- Tangent modulus with decreasing exponential law, defined through 3 parameters related to the
compound:

Goo value at design shear strain

Go value at y=0

b the exponent multiplier

- Overall bearing behaviour defined through 2 geometric data: normal area of bearing and total
thickness of compound;

- No viscous effects (i.e. velocity does not affect the force-displacement relationship).

The assumed G(y) relationship is:

Gt(.Y)~ — = G<x>+ ae~b{-r~7™) for increasing loading
dy

= — = Gn+ ae~b(-r™* ~r) for decreasing loading.
dy



where: a = - G,o

min max ~ starting strain values for increasing and decreasing load phases

The G(y) relationship has been reproduced by means of a set of elastoplastic elements working in
parallel (see [3]); the parameters of each element in parallel must be calibrated to correctly reproduce
the experimental bearing behaviour.

The concept is very simple: the set of "n" elasto-plastic elements work all together in their elastic
range at the beginning of the load history; when the relative displacement reaches a threshold value
the first elastoplastic element becomes plastic, so that the overall stiffness becomes smaller, being
reduced by a quantity equal to the stiffness of the first element. When the relative displacement
increases, the remaining elastoplastic elements (n-1) become plastic one at a time, and the resultant
behaviour appears as a non-linear spring with decreasing stiffness. When the relative velocity
changes sign all the elastoplastic elements come back to their elastic state and the global stiffness is
again at its maximum value. This scheme has been implemented through a USER MATERIAL
subroutine for the ABAQUS finite element code; the HDRB behaviour can be reproduced simply by
assigning this user defined material to a solid element having the same height and the same section as
the actual bearing. The model is capable of taking into account coupling between forces and
displacements lying in the horizontal plane and can therefore be used to reproduce the dynamic
behaviour of an isolated system subjected to triaxial seismic events, assuming that HDRB devices
behave like a rigid element in the vertical direction.
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4. STATIC TESTS

Static tests have been set up to investigate the behaviour of the proposed numerical model in case of
multiple loading cycles with different amplitude.
A single bearing, having a diameter equal to 125 mm and a total height of rubber equal to 33 mm,
composed by a "hard" compound with G=0.8 MPa, (designed by ENEA, manufactured by ALGA on
the base of compound developed by TARRC in the frame of a Brite project, [4]) has been tested
imposing a history of relative displacement with a maximum value of 30 mm and a series of smaller
cycles with amplitude of 1, 2, 5 and 10 mm. Such a displacement history has been designed to make



evident the kinematic hardening phenomena. Comparison between experimental data and numerical
results is shown in Fig.l: the agreement appears quite good, highlighting a remarkable fitting of the
real behaviour of the bearing even if the smallest loops of the numerical model have an area (which
corresponds to dissipated energy) very small compared to the experimental one. Static tests have
been carried out also for a "soft" compound with G=0.4 MPa; the comparison between experimental
and numerical hysteretic loops is shown in Fig. 2 for a bearing having a diameter equal to 250 mm
and a total height of rubber equal to 66 mm; the agreement is still good.
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Figure 2

The last compound tested is another "soft" compound (G=0.4 MPa) different from the previous one.
Experimental and numerical hysteresis loops for a bearing with diameter equal to 125 mm and a total
rubber height equal to 30 mm are displayed in Fig.3.
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5. SEISMIC TESTS

Numerical models of elastomeric bearings have been used to reproduce the dynamic behaviour of
real devices supporting a structure during seismic excitation tests carried out at ISMES by means of
a shaking table in the framework of a wide ranging research programme between ENEA and ISMES
[5]. The first seismic test is relevant to the "hard" compound bearings (Fig.l); a rigid mass of 40 10^
kg is supported by 4 bearings (1:4 scale factor of the devices installed at the TELECOM isolated
buildings in Ancona, Italy [6]) localized under the corners. The Friuli earthquake (Tolmezzo 3D
records) has been applied as triaxial excitation with a time scale of Vz to the shaking table.
Comparison between numerical results and experimental data are shown in Fig.4 for the north-south
component: the agreement in terms of acceleration and displacement is very satisfactory, taking also
into account the presence of coupling effects.
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The second seismic test analysed is relevant to the first "soft" compound bearings (Fig.2); an
eccentric rigid mass of 33 1(P kg is supported by 4 bearings localised under the corners. The scaled
(-9 dB) Campano-Lucano earthquake (Calitri 3D records) has been applied to the shaking table.
Results in terms of horizontal relative displacement are compared with the experimental data in
Fig.5.
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The agreement is quite good: the model correctly reproduces the experimental behaviour until the
first strong motion peak is reached (around t=10 seconds) then the response of the numerical model
(remaining in phase with the experimental signal) tends to underestimate the recorded displacements.
Maximum values are correctly reproduced.

The third seismic test is relevant to the last "soft" compound bearings (Fig.3); ); a four storeys steel
frame loaded with a total mass of 24.5 10^ kg is supported by 6 bearings. The scaled (-9 dB) Calitri
earthquake has been applied to the shaking table. Results in terms of horizontal relative displacement
of bearings are compared with the experimental data in Fig.6.
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This last case is closer to a real application, because all the three components of the isolation
problem are present: the excitation, the isolation system and the elastic supported structure with its
own dynamic behaviour. The comparison between experimental data and numerical results is
satisfactory.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Comparisons between experimental tests and numerical analyses show that the numerical model with
an exponential constitutive law, implemented through the parallel elastoplastic scheme, is able to
reproduce the seismic behaviour of HDRB devices with a high degree of accuracy. The numerical
model of an elastomeric bearing is completely defined by using three parameters relevant to the
compound and two geometrical data relevant to the bearing (normal area and total height of rubber).
The availability of a routine which implements the HDRB behaviour inside a widely available finite
element code (ABAQUS) allows the user to perform time histories analyses for an isolated structure,
even very complex, simply by defining the bearings dimensions and the three compound parameters.
The described numerical model is now under evaluation for further applications, in order to check
whether it is able to simulate other isolation devices like wire-rope bearings and elastoplastic
dampers.
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Abstract

This paper presents a summary of the results of nonlinear Finite Element (FE) analyses carried out by
ENEL-Ricerca, Hydraulic & Structural Centre and ENEA-ERG-SIEC-SISM, on Lead Rubber
Bearings (LRBs). Activities were carried out in the framework of the four years' Coordinated
Research Programme (CRP) of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on
"Intercomparison of Analysis Methods for Seismically Isolated Nuclear Structures".
The bearing Finite Element Models (FEMs) are validated through comparisons of the numerical
results with experimental test data. The reliability of FEMs for simulating the behaviour of rubber
bearings is presented and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has initiated a Co-ordinated Research Programme
(CRP) on the implementation of base-isolation for nuclear structures. As part of the IAEA
International Working Group of Fast Reactors (IWGFR) CRP, test data sets relevant to different
rubber bearings has been provided for a benchmark problem. Numerical simulations of bearings test
data have been carried out by the CRP participants in the first phase of the programme. ENEL-
Research, Hydraulic & Structural Centre and ENEA-ERG-SEEC, besides supplying IAEA with
experimental data on High Damping Rubber Bearings (Forni et al., 1996), have already performed
numerical simulations of Italian HDRBs, USA bearings and Japanese Natural Rubber Bearings
(NRBs) for the intercomparison studies, as reported by Dusi et al., 1997. The extensive numerical
simulation aimed at investigating the effects of the numerous variables of the problem, has put into
evidence which type of material model, discretization and elements have to be adopted in order to
obtain a good correlation with the experimental results at very large strains.
In this paper a summary of the results of nonlinear Finite Element (FE) analyses carried out by ENEL
and ENEA, on Japanese Lead Rubber Bearings is presented.
Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI), Japan, carried out a research project
on the application of the seismic isolation technique to the Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR), during
which rubber bearing tests as well as shaking table tests of base-isolated model structure were
performed.
The LRBs, consisting essentially of a lead insert inside a laminated elastomeric bearing, are usually
placed between the structure and its foundations. Their features provide high stiffness in the vertical
direction, to support the dead load of the superstructure, and low stiffness in the horizontal plane,
thus minimising amplification of ground acceleration, leading, however, to large horizontal



displacements during strong earthquakes.
Although the effectiveness of elastomeric and lead-rubber bearings has been investigated
experimentally, very few analytical results has been presented. This is not surprising in view of the
fact that lead rubber bearings combine three materials of different properties and behaviours. Most of
the difficulties encountered in modelling the behaviour of LRBs result from the material nonlinearity
of lead and material and geometric nonlinearities and incompressibility of the rubber part.
For the isolator considered in this paper, analyses have been performed up to very large (even 400%)
shear strains, in order to evaluate the behaviour of the bearings in a range close to their failure or
instability. Results from finite element analyses have been compared with the experimental ones.

2. BEARINGS CONSIDERED

The isolator considered in the following has been proposed by Japan for the benchmark exercise and
is hereinafter referred to as "CRIEPILRB".

2.1. Geometry and operating data

The bearing proposed by CRIEPI for intercomparison activities (Hirata, 1996) is a 1/1.83 scale
prototype of LRBs to be used for the seismic isolation of the Japanese Fast Breeder Reactor. The
analysed bearing consists of 25 layers of elastomer (G = 0.6 Mpa), 4.9 mm thick, alternated with 24
steel plates having a thickness of 3.1 mm. It has an overall diameter of 876 mm (excluding the
coating rubber), a total rubber height of 122.5 mm and a primary shape factor Si equal to 44.4. A
lead plug of 98 mm diameter is inserted in the centre of the bearing. Each isolator supports a design
vertical load of 150 tons. Geometry of "CRIEPI LRB" is reported in Figure 1.

2.2. Materials characterization

2.2.1. Rubber

Results of biaxial tests performed on rubber specimens were provided by CRIEPI (Hirata, 1996).
The following constitutive equation was used in modelling the rubber (Seki et al., 1987):

| ^ /, - 3 ) + cJ(/l - 3 ) 2 +rf ,(«pC | (7,-3)) (1)

where:

W is the strain energy function;

2

I3 = X 2X \X 3 (73 = 1 is assumed).
From biaxial tensile test data fitting, coefficients of the strain energy function (1), were determined
by CRIEPI and were provided to the IAEA CRP participants (Figure 2).

The coefficients, determined under the assumption of incompressible material, are as follows:

i di bj Cj dj e,-

(kg/cm) (kg/cm) (kg/cm) (kg/cm) (kg/cm)

1 2.09 0.135 0.0024 1.75 -2.12

2 0.138 -0.0164 0.000644 -0.70 -6.44



2.2.2. Steel

The following mechanical properties have been assumed for steel:
Young modulus E = 1.97E06 kg/cm2, Poisson ratio v = 0.271, while yield stress ay is equal to 2550
kg/cm2.

2.2.3. Lead

As far as lead plug is concerned, provided a Young modulus E = 1.75E5 kg/cm2, v = 0.44, and a
yield stress equal to 20 kg/cm2, the following relationship (Hirata, 1996) was used to model the post
yielding behaviour:

at =4.0*(1.0 + 0.0961og10e,)*e,031 (2)

where at and et are the tensile true stress and true strain respectively and es is the true strain rate of

lead.

2.3. Experimental tests on scaled bearings

Cycling compression tests, with different offset shear strain (0%, 50%, 100%, 200%) were
performed under vertical loads up to twice the design value.
Combined compression and shear cyclic tests on bearings were executed with the design vertical load
at 20%, 50%, 100%, 200%, 300% and 400% shear strain.
Results provided by CRIEPI are reported in Figures 3 and 4.

3. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES

The behaviour of the bearings under vertical load and shear strain was modelled by means of finite
element analyses, using ABAQUS, version 5.7 (Hibbitt et at, 1997).

3.1. Material modelling

3.1.1. Rubber

The hyperelastic behaviour of rubber given by (1), has been implemented in the USER Subroutine
UHYPER available in ABAQUS. This implementation of the hyperelastic model involved the
definition of the hyperelastic energy function Wand the definition of its first and second derivatives,
by making use of the coefficients provided by CRIEPI.

3.1.2. Steel

Based on the values reported in § 2.2.2, an elasto-plastic model with isotropic hardening rule was
adopted for steel.

3.1.3. Lead

In the analyses reported below, two different values of strain rate have been used in equation (2) to
obtain the stress-strain curves.
By using for the strain rate the value 0.0001 (Lead Model I) and 0.01 (Lead Model II), the

51-



experimental results relevant to the tested bearing were fitted. The plastic behaviour of lead was
modelled in ABAQUS by means of a Mises criterion with isotropic hardening. Figure 5 shows the
stress-strain curves used in the analyses.

3.2. Finite element discretization

The difficulties encountered dealing with the incompressibility of rubber-like materials were treated
by means of a mixed FE formulation. Hybrid elements were used; in these elements the pressure
stress is independently interpolated from the displacement field, making the numerical formulation of
the variational problem well-behaved. An updated Lagrangian formulation was adopted.

In the present work, three different FE discretizations of the bearing were considered:

1. 3D FEMs were set up to analyse the proposed LRB. The geometry of the devices and the loading
conditions make the problem symmetric. Therefore, for 3D cases, only one half of the bearing is
modelled, by imposing appropriate boundary conditions on displacements and rotations of the
nodes belonging to the plane of symmetry. According to Dusi et al, 1995 and Forni et al., 1995,
rubber layers were modelled in ABAQUS with eight-node brick elements (C3D8H), which
provide linear displacement and constant pressure interpolations. Steel plates and lead plug were
discretized with eight-node elements, reduced integration, linear displacement (C3D8R) and linear
triangular prism elements (C3D6);

2. taking into account that the isolator is axisymmetric in the geometry and that the asymmetric
deformations can be modelled through Fourier component, axisymmetric FEMs were also
considered, by making use of both first and second-order axisymmetric element with nonlinear
asymmetric deformation. CAXA4H1 element types were used for rubber, steel shims and lead
plug were discretized by means of CAXA41 elements for linear mesh, while CAXA8H1 (rubber
layers) and CAXA81 (steel shims and lead plug) were adopted in the second order FE
discretization;

3. following the approach proposed by Selvaraj et al., 1997, i.e. by considering that the behaviour of
each rubber layer along with the steel plate is similar, a simple model, consisting of only one
rubber layer, was used in the numerical analyses. The single layer model made use of solid
elements (C3D8FI). The model was simultaneously subjected to the bearing's design vertical load
and to the shear deformations (up to 400%); results obtained from the numerical simulations has
been scaled up by the total number of rubber layers, so as to allow a comparison with the full
model. Rubber layer has been modelled using both solid and axisymmetric linear elements.

Different meshes of increasing density were set up for all the different discretizations previously
described. Mesh convergence studies were performed in order to find the mesh density needed to
achieve viable results. The results reported in this paper refer to meshes having a number of
subdivisions along the radius varying from 6 to 10; 16 subdivisions along the external circumference
were employed in setting up the models. In all the cases, each rubber layer had three elements
through its thickness while each steel shim had only one element through the thickness. In Figures 6 -
7, examples of the FE solid and the axisymmetric FEMs used for the numerical analyses herein
reported are shown. Typically, a linear 3D mesh consists of nearly 14000 nodes, while approximately
1800 and 5300 nodes are present in the models using axisymmetric linear and parabolic, respectively.
In all cases, pre-processing of the geometry, boundary conditions, materials properties and loads
were undertaken using GENESIS, a pre-processor for ABAQUS developed by ENEL-Ricerca,
which allows for an easy automatic generation of the rather complicated ABAQUS input file on the
basis of a few input data(Dusi et al, 1995).



Continuity at the interface between the lead plug and the rubber part of the bearing was assumed in
the first step of the study. In the second phase, extensive numerical simulations have been carried
out, using axysimmetric and 3D meshes, considering the effect of sliding at the lead-rubber interface.
The contact problem was solved by means of slide line elements.

3.3. FE analyses

Appropriate boundary constraints were applied to the models to simulate the actual service
conditions: each bearing was first compressed with the relevant compressive load and then sheared
by keeping constant the vertical force until the target value of shear strain was reached.
In order to reproduce the experimental conditions of the bolted device, the FE models assume that
the top and the bottom faces of the bearings are constrained to remain parallel. While the base plate
nodes are fully constrained, every node of the top plate is tied, by means of *EQUATIONS, to a
pilot node located at the centre of the device; either the vertical and the horizontal loads are then
applied to this pilot node.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Compression test was first analysed using both 3D and axisymmetric models previously described.
No sliding effects were taken into account for these numerical simulations. The comparison between
the experimental and numerical results, reported in Figure 8, shows that displacements predicted by
ABAQUS are smaller than actual ones. No relevant differences were found between 3D and
axisymmetric models. Discrepancy between experimental and numerical results is caused by the
assumption of incompressible behaviour of rubber in the constitutive equations: as demonstrated by
Forni et al., 1995, compressibility should be taken into account in the definition of the strain energy
function when analysing compressive loading tests.
The same FE models adopted for the vertical stiffness evaluation were also used for calculating the
horizontal stiffness at 25 %, 50%, 100%, 200%, 300% and 400% shear strain, under the design
vertical compression load. Figures 9 - 1 3 show the comparison between experimental data and
numerical results. The agreement is good for horizontal displacements less than about 200 mm. It has
however to be observed that, at high shear deformations (more than 200 mm), the simulated
response exhibits a higher shear stiffness than the experimental one (at least when considering the
second measured cycle).
Results obtained using the same mesh and the two aforesaid stress-strain relationships for lead plug
are reported in Figure 9.
A comparison between the experimental data and the results obtained from ABAQUS using two
different meshes, both with the same materials characterisation and different geometrical
discretization, (Figure 10), shows that, for the analysed bearing, mesh density has negligible effects in
reproducing the shear behaviour of the isolator.
In Figure 11, results obtained using both linear 3D and axisymmetric (first and second order)
elements are plotted together with the experimental curve. Numerical values are practically the same
for 3D and 2D cases, in spite of a strong difference in the computational time required to run the
analyses.
Results obtained using the simple model, consisting of a single rubber layer, well match those
obtained from a 3D FEM (Figure 12), thus demonstrating that the single rubber layer model can be
successfully used to calibrate the FEM of the entire isolator and to provide an estimate of its overall
horizontal stiffness.
Finally, Figure 13 reports a comparison between experimental data and numerical simulations
obtained considering the effect of sliding at the rubber-lead interface. An axisymmetric model was
used up to 150% shear strain, at which convergence problems occurred. To reach the maximum



shear strain (400%) it was then necessary to resort to a detailed 3D model. In spite of the difficulties
encountered in setting up the contact problem and the effort in terms of CPU time, results don't
differ significantly from those previously obtained.

From the results obtained in the numerical simulations the following considerations may be drawn:
- compressibility should be considered in the strain energy function definition when the behaviour of

the bearing under compressive loading has to be analysed;
- mesh density has little effect in reproducing the shear behaviour of the bearing, providing that a

sufficient number of elements is used and that the element shape is such to avoid excessive
distortions at high deformation;

- axisymmetric elements (with asymmetric deformation) can successfully be used instead of solid
element, thus saving computational time;

- the results of a simple model, consisting of a single rubber layer, can be successfully used to
calibrate the FEM of the entire isolator and to provide an estimate of its overall horizontal stiffness,
greatly reducing computational time;

- when analysing vertical stiffness, at least 3 elements are required in the thickness to get accurate
results; on the contrary, in shear deformation the number of elements seems to have little effects on
the prediction of the horizontal stiffness.

Analysis were carried out using ABAQUS 5.7, on an EBM-SP2 parallel computer (RISC 560); in
Table I, a comparison among computational CPU time required for running combined compression
and shear simulations using the meshes reported in Figures 6 and 7, is reported.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a summary of the results of nonlinear Finite Element (FE) analyses carried out by ENEL
and ENEA, on Japanese Lead Rubber Bearings is presented.
The bearing FEMs are validated through comparisons of the numerical results with experimental test
data. The reliability of FEMs for simulating the behaviour of rubber bearings is presented and
discussed.
The results presented in this paper for Japanese LRBs, as well as those presented at the Taormina
RCM for Japanese Natural Rubber Bearings (NRBs), stress the need for an improvement of the
study, for both NRBs and LRBs. based on more precise data concerning the characterisation of
material (natural rubber and lead).
The effect of rubber compressibility shall be included. At least an attempt shall be made to also
include temperature effect on lead behaviour. This shall be done after a very detailed discussion on
the reasons of differences (if any) between the results of the analyses carried out by the various
participants using the present data.
In conclusion, the Italian position is that, according to the goals of a CRP, the analyses shall be
continued to allow for the aforesaid improvement and better understanding of the parameters
affecting the isolator behaviour.
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Combined Compression & Shear Tests
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Table I. Comparison among computational CPU time required for running combined compression
and shear simulations



Figure 1. Sketch of the 1:1.83 scale prototype of the CRIEPI LRB

Figure 2. Strain energy density function
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Abstract

This report describes a series of tests performed during a wide ranging experimental campaign on a
steel frame structure mock-up subjected to shake table excitations, in both fixed and base isolated
configurations. Preliminary numerical simulations of experimental results, carried out by the ENEA
and ENEL, are also reported. The main features of a simplified model of rubber bearings, developed
and proposed by ENEA and ENEL, used in the above mentioned numerical analysis, are presented
together with example of validations. Activities are being carried out in the framework of the four
years' Co-ordinated Research Programme (CRP) of the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) on "Intercomparison of Analysis Methods for Seismically Isolated Nuclear Structures".

1. INTRODUCTION

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has initiated a Co-ordinated Research Programme
(CRP) on the implementation of base-isolation for nuclear structures. As part of the IAEA
International Working Group of Fast Reactors (IWGFR) CRP, test data sets relevant to an isolated
structure, namely a steel frame structure mock-up, were provided for a benchmark problem by Italy
to the CRP participants.
The mock-up MISS (Model of Isolated Steel Structure) was designed by ENEL and ENEA and was
realized in the framework of a research project, co-ordinated by ENEL, in co-operation with Italian
and European partners, aimed at the optimization of seismic isolators (ENEL et al., 1993).
MISS was subjected, at ISMES laboratories, to a wide ranging experimental campaign of sinusoidal
scannings, resonance frequencies search and shaking table tests consisting in the application of
sinusoidal excitations, natural and synthetic earthquakes in one, two and three directions
simultaneously, for both the isolated and fixed-base configurations (ENEL, 1996).
Experimental facilities, testing program and procedure, MISS mock-up geometry, bearings
characteristics as well as tests results are detailed described in the material provided for the
benchmark exercise by ENEL to the IAEA-CRP participants; in the following, only the information
relevant to the present work are reported.
Detailed finite element models (FEMs) of isolation bearings are quite expensive in terms of degrees
of freedom and calculation time, so they cannot be used in the seismic analysis of the isolated
structures. A simplified model of rubber bearings is therefore necessary in the numerical analysis of
isolated structures. The most important problem in the implementation of such a model is given by
the highly non linear behaviour of the rubber bearings, expecially in terms of damping, which is
mostly hysteretic, that is velocity independent.



The model proposed by ENEA and ENEL is based on the coupling of a spring, which provides the
stiffness, and a beam, which provides the hysteretic damping through its plastic deformation. The
model has been developed in the ABAQUS code but, due to its extreme simplicity, it can be used in
all other finite element codes.
A graphic pre-processor has been developed by ENEL with the aim of easily implementing the
simplified model, once the hysteresis loop to be reproduced is provided.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MISS STRUCTURE

MISS is a five storey steel frame structure mock-up, 37 kN weight, with a rectangular base of 2.1 x
3.3 m. It can support up to 20 concrete masses, each weighting 12.8 kN. The structure is made of
HEB 100 and HEM 140 steel sections (Figure 1): six vertical columns (HEB 100), 4.5 m high, are
bolted on a HEM 140 base frame. Four horizontal frames (HEB 100) can be bolted to the columns,
with an interstory distance of either 0.9 m or 1.1 m. Figures 2 and 3 report the constructive drawing
and a picture of the structure, respectively. The steel used for the mock-up manufacturing has an
ultimate strength of 430 MPa, a yield strength of 275 MPa and a Young' modulus of 200000 Mpa.
The frequency of the structure can be chosen in quite a large range, depending on the interstorey
distance, the number of masses used and their disposition (which can also be asymmetric)
As previously mentioned, MISS was subjected to a wide ranging experimental campaign of
sinusoidal scannings, resonance frequencies search and shaking table tests consisting in the
application of sinusoidal excitations, natural and synthetic earthquakes in one, two and three
directions (ID, 2D and 3D) simultaneously for both the isolated and fixed-base configurations.
Nearly 200 tests were performed.

The actual isolation system is formed by 6 HDRBs fabricated with a soft compound (G = 0.4 MPa)
and provides an isolation frequency in the range of interest for seismic isolation (below 1 Hz). The
isolators (Figure 4), bolts and dowel attachment system, have an overall diameter of 125 mm
diameter and are made of 12 rubber layer with a thickness of 2.5 mm (30 mm of total rubber
height), and 11 steel shims, 1 mm thick, bonded to rubber layers. A 10 mm thick steel plate is used
at the top and bottom end of the bearing for mounting to flange plates which, in turn, are attached to
the shake table and the superstructure. These bearings were developed in the framework of the
above mentioned BRITE research cooperative project. Data concerning these isolators were
provided to IAEA by ENEA (Bettinali et al., 1996); the main features of the bearings relevant to the
present work are reported in Table 1.
Quasi-static tests for the evaluation of horizontal stiffness at three different increasing values of
shear strain (namely 50, 100 and 200%) were carried out on the 6 isolators mounted in the base-
isolated configuration of MISS mock-up (Bonacina et al., 1996). Experimental data relevant to these
tests have been provided by ENEL to IAEA-CRP participants. Figure 5 shows a typical
experimental hysteresis loop, as obtained in the above mentioned tests.

3. TESTS

The following configurations of MISS (with 0.9 m interstory distance) were tested:

Cl: no masses and fixed base (Figure 6);
C2: 16 masses (4 for each floor), fixed base (Figure 7);
C3: 16 masses (4 for each floor), isolated base.

Configuration Cl was subjected only to sinusoidal scannings from 0.5 to 35 Hz in order to
characterize the steel frame.
Configurations C2 and C3 were subjected to both resonance frequency search and seismic



excitation using shaking table tests by applying natural and synthetic earthquakes in one, two and
three directions simultaneously.
Multifrequency monoaxial, biaxial and triaxial tests, consisting in the application to the structure of
seismic time-histories, were performed in order to analyze the dynamic response of the structure
itself in different configurations (Table 2). The following earthquakes were considered:

- "Toimezzo" natural earthquake - 1976 Friuli earthquake, medium soil, 35 s long, 0.35 g
acceleration peak (Figure 8);

- "3BH" artificial earthquake synthetized according to EC8 - subsoil class B, 35 s long, 0.288 g
acceleration peak (Figure 9).

Measurement reference positions and excitation axis are depicted in Figure 10. Accelerometers (A),
strain-gauges (E), displacement transducers (S) and load cell (F) have been used during the tests.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Natural frequency of the steel frame

From sine sweep tests performed using the shaking table (0.5-35 Hz, 0.05m/s2 in case of fixed base
and 0.5 m/s2 for the base isolated configuration) the following main frequencies were obtained:

Configuration C2, X direction: 1,46 Hz - 5,67 Hz -12,87 Hz (Figures 11,12,13);
Configuration C2, Y direction: 2,37 Hz - 9,2 Hz -18,92 Hz (Figures 14, 15, 16);
Configuration C3, X direction: 1,09 Hz (Figures 17);
Configuration C3, Y direction: 1,21 Hz (Figure 18).

For all these frequencies, the measured dynamic deformation corresponding to the specific
frequency is plotted in the above mentioned figures.
The damping of the steel frame, as obtained during vibrational tests, turned out to be equal to 1.7%.

4.2. Dynamic response

For the tests listed in Table 2 the following records are provided:

- AY, Al Y, A13Y, S 16Y for configuration C2

- Ax, AY, AZ, Alx, AlY, A13x, A13Y, A25X, A25Y, S16X, S16Y, S27Y for configuration C3.

Results are reported in Figures 19-32.

5. SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF RUBBER BEARINGS

A simplified model of rubber bearings is necessary in the numerical analysis of isolated structures
which require quite large finite element models (FEMs) and long calculation time. The most
difficult problem to deal with in the implementation of such a model is given by the highly non
linear behaviour of the rubber bearings, expecially in terms of damping, which is mostly hysteretic,
i.e. velocity independent. In fact, hysteretic damping is not directly available in the most commonly
used finite element codes, contrary to the viscous damping, which can be utilised in modal analyses
or by using special 'dashpot' elements.
The model proposed by ENEA and ENEL is based on the coupling of a spring, which provides the
stiffness, and a beam, which provides the hysteretic damping trough its plastic deformation. The
model has been developed in the ABAQUS code (Hibbitt et al., 1997) but, due to its extreme
simplicity, it can be used in all other finite element codes. The proposed model is simply enough to



be easily handled and sufficiently accurate to provide reliable results.
A sketch of the multilinear elastic-perfectly plastic (MEP) simplified model is shown by Figure 33.
The spring Ks can be multilinear (with no theoretical limit of the number of stiffness variations) and
even asymmetric with respect to the origin. Usually, one Ks variation is sufficient to describe the
isolator hardening, which usually occurs at 75-125% shear strain, and perfect symmetry between the
two deformation ways in the horizontal direction is assumed.
The hysteretic damping is provided by the beam E-P (which is subjected to pure axial load) which is
initially elastic, then strains plastically. The beam stiffness is given by the ratio EA/L, where E is
the Young's modulus (the material, of course, is completely arbitrary), A is the cross-section area
and L is the length. The geometry of the beam is arbitrary too; however, to avoid convergence
problems in the calculations, it is useful to have a non excessively large Young's modulus, a
length/diameter ratio typical of a beam (say, 10 or 20) and a length, which is well larger than the
expected deformation.
For two-directional calculations, a second coplanar couple of spring - beam must be defined in the
normal direction. Usually, in the vertical direction, only a linear spring is sufficient to describe the
behaviour of the isolation system, the deformations (thus the energy dissipations) being negligible
in this direction.
The MEP model has been widely used both at ENEA for seismic calculations on the TELECOM
Italia building and MISS and at ENEL for the analysis of the Squillace apartment houses and
electric substations building (Forni et al, 1996), (Dusi et al., 1996).

5.1. Calibration of the MEP model

The MEP simplified model can easily reproduce an experimental hysteresis loop (Figure 34); it is
only necessary to fix:

1) The A value and the plastic stress limit (Py) of the beam, in order to have the measured value
of the force at the intersection between the hysteresis loop and the force axis. Py shall be equal

to Fo/A; in the case depicted in Figure 34 we have Py = 3125 N / 7850 mm2 = 0.4 MPa.
2) E and L values, in order to well reproduce the AB and CD parts of the hysteresis loop,

taking into account the simultaneous contribution of the spring. It is worthwhile noting that, E and L
values being fixed, there is an initial displacement De (equal to FoL/EA) under which the model is
elastic. In the case of Figure 34, D e is equal to 4.4 mm (6% shear strain).

3) The spring stiffness, in order to reproduce the whole hysteresis loop. To do this, it is
necessary to take into account that, after exceeding De (or Py), Fo will always be added to the force
provided by Ks, thus the spring shall reproduce the 'diagonal' of the hysteresis loop. F m a x being
equal to 16,660 N (Figure 34), Ks shall be equal to (16,660 - F0)/75 = 180 N/mm.

If no experimental data are available, the MEP model can provide a hysteresis loop reproducing any
theoretical stiffness (K) and damping ((3) values. Let us assume hypothetical values of K=1000
N/mm at 100% shear strain, corresponding to a displacement D=150 mm (Fm a x =150 kN) and p =
10%. The area of the hysteresis loop is equal to 27iKD2P, thus Fo is equal to V̂ TcKDp = 23,562 N.
Using the same beam as in the previous case, we obtain that Py = 3 MPa and Ks = 843 N/mm.

An ad hoc software (Dusi et al., 1998) has been implemented by ENEL in order to automatically
evaluate the simplified model parameters (springs stiffnesses, beam geometrical and mechanical
characteristics) needed to reproduce any given experimental hysteresis loop. The software, named
SIMBA, allow the user for an easy definition of MEP, simply by defining graphically the simplified
stress-strain relationship required and automatically generate the relevant ABAQUS input
instructions. Figure 35 shows the initial software screen.



6. SIMULATIONS OF EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

In the numerical simulations of the experimental tests carried out on MISS mock-up, based on the
results of to static tests performed on the isolators (§2), three MEP simplified models have been
implemented with the aim of correctly reproduce the hysteresis loops experimentally obtained at
100%, 200% and 300% shear strain (Figures 36- 38). The corresponding spring and beam
characteristics are reported in Table 3. MISS mock-up has been modelled by FE as shown in Figure
39.
Figure 40 reports, as an example, the experimental force-displacement relationship of one of the
bearing installed under the MISS mock-up recorded during a shaking table test (artificial
earthquake: medium-stiff soil, 2.0 g acceleration peak, 15 s strong motion duration), compared with
the numerical prediction obtained using the MEP model. It is worthwhile noting that the choice of
the MEP model calibrated at 100% shear strain (see Figure 36) was correct: in fact, maximum
displacements exceeded only a few times the value of 30 mm, which corresponds to 100% shear
strain.
MISS seismic shaking table tests have also been analysed. Comparison between experimental and
numerical relative displacements are reported in Figures 41-42: the MEP model, in spite of its
extreme simplicity, provides a very safisfactory agreement between experimental data and
numerical results, even in the case of 3D excitation.

7. LIMITS OF THE MEP MODEL AND POSSIBLE ENHANCEMENTS

The present version of the MEP simplified model reproduces the AB and CD parts of the hysteresis
loop (Figure 34) with a straight line depending on the beam EA/L ratio. It is possible to better
reproduce the real curve using two or more beams in parallel, with different Young's moduli.
In the present version of the MEP simplified model, the 'width' of the hysteresis loop is constant.
Thus, it is not possible to reproduce, for example, the bearing behaviour at high shear strains where,
due to the plasticization of the steel plates and other phenomena, damping increases and the
hysteresis loop becomes quite 'wide'. To reproduce this behaviour it may be probably useful to
introduce a second elastic-plastic beam in the model which is in series with the first one and has a
higher plasticization limit. In this way the second beam will provide damping only at high
deformations. However, during an earthquake, there are usually only few peaks which induce very
high deformations in the isolation system. During this few peaks, the loading curve of the hysteresis
loop is well followed by the MEP model (and the forces correctly transferred from the ground to the
structure), while only the damping is underestimated (thus leading to conservative values).

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, shaking table tests performed on a steel frame structure mock-up in both fixed and
base isolated configurations have been presented. Tests results provided excellent data for the
characterization of isolation systems, comparison with the single bearings experiments and
validation of numerical models for the analysis of isolated structures. Preliminary numerical
simulations of experimental results, carried out by the ENEA and ENEL, are also reported.
Numerical results obtained using the multilinear simplified model of rubber bearings showed a good
agreement with test results, thus demonstrating the adequacy, from the engineering point of view, of
the proposed simplified model.

u
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Diameter of isolator (rubber layers)
Diameter of steel plates
Diameter of the internal hole
Thickness of rubber layer
Thickness of internal steel plates
Thickness of external steel plates
Number of rubber layer
Number of internal steel plates
Total height of the rubber
Total height of the isolator
Primary shape factor
Rubber Young's' modulus
Design vertical load
Vertical stiffness
Horizontal stiffness at 100% shear strain
Damping at 100% shear strain
Attachment system

125 mm
120 mm
20 mm
2.5 mm
1 mm
10 mm
12
11
30 mm
61 mm
12
0.4 MPa
50 kN
lOOkN/mm
160N/mm
14%
Bolts and central dowel

Table I. Features of the HDRBs used for the seismic isolation of MISS

Test n°

29
39
135
147
167
178

Time-history

Tolmezzo NS
3BH

Tolmezzo NS
3BH

Tolmezzo
3BH

Direction

Y
Y
Y
Y

XYZ
XYZ

Excitation level

-6 dB (0.501)
-9 dB (0.355)

0dB(l.)
0dB(l.)
0dB(l.)

-6 dB (0.501)

Configuration
C2
C2
C3
C3
C3
C3

Table 2: List of the tests for which experimental data are provided

LEGENDA:
h = Height of the beam
bl = Width of bottom flange
b2 = Width of top flange
tl = Thickness of bottom flange
t2 = Thickness of top flange
s = Thickness of web
A = Cross sectional area

HEB100
H = 100 mm
Bl = 100 mm
B2= 100 mm
Tl = 10 mm
T2= 10 mm
S = 6 mm
A = 26 cm2

Jx = 450 cm4

Jy - 167 cm4

Jx, Jy = Moment of inertia

HEM 140
H =160 mm
Bl = 146 mm
B2 = 146 mm
Tl = 22 mm
T2= 22 mm
S = 13 mm
A = 80.6 cm2

Jx =3291 cm4

Jy =1144cm4

Figure I: sketch of beams used in the MISS mock-up and relevant geometric dimensions
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Figura 4: HDRB used for MISS base isolation, under failure test
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Figure 5: Experimental hysteresis loops at 50%, 100% and 200% shear strain



Figure 6: MISS in Cl configuration (no masses, fixed base)

\

Figure 7: MISS in C2 configuration (16 masses, fixed base)
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Figure 8: Record of the Tolmezzo "natural" earthquake

Figure 9: Record of the 3BH "synthetic" earthquake
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Figure 10: Measurent positions and excitation axes
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MISS - Test 12: X axis - conf. 69: selected frequency: 12.87 Hz. (Norm Fatt = 0.66)

Figure 13

MISS - Test 13: Y axis - conf. B9: selected frequency: 2.37 Hz. (Norm Fatt = 0.66)

Figure 14



MISS - Test 13: Y axis - conf. B9: selected frequency: 9.20 Hz. (Norm Fatt = 1.00)

Figure 15
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Figure 16
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Figure 33: Sketch of the multilinear elastic-perfectely plastic (MEP) simplified model of rubber bearing in the
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100% shear strain test performed on a seismic isolator (diameter = 250 mm, rubber height = 75 mm), bolts &
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Figure 37: Simulation with the MEP simplified model of the hysteresis loop of a combined compression and
200% shear strain test performed on the isolator used in MISS base isolated configuration.
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Figure 38: Simulation with the MEP simplified model of the hysteresis loop of a combined compression and
300% shear strain test performed on the isolator used in MISS base isolated configuration.



Figure 39: FEM of MISS mock-up: first vibrational mode
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Figure 40:. Force-displacement response of MISS during a seismic calculation (medium-stiff soil, 2.0 g
acceleration peak, 15 s strong motion duration) using the MEP model compared with the hysteresis loops
measured during tests on a single isolator.



100% SHEAR STRAIN

SPRING
F

(kN)

3.44

D
(mm)

31

BEAM
L

(mm)

1000

A
(mm2)

7854

E
(MPa)

82.7

Py
(MPa)

0.153

200% SHEAR STRAIN
SPRING

F
(kN)

3
9.2

300% SHEAR STRAIN

SPRING
F

(kN)

2

8
23

D
(mm)

31

62
93

BEAM
L

(mm)

1000

A
(mm2)

7854

E
(MPa)

827

Py
(MPa)

0.382

D
(mm)

31

62

BEAM
L

(mm)

1000

A
(mm2)

7854

E
(MPa)

827

Py
(MPa)

0.229

Table 3. Characteristics of the MEP models of the isolator used in MISS base isolated configuration.
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Figure 41: 'Numerical-experimental comparison for the shaking table test on MISS in C2 configuration with
Calitri natural record.
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DESIGN OF THE CALTRANS SEISMIC RESPONSE MODIFICATION
DEVICE (SRMD) TEST FACILITY

Gianmario Benzoni - Frieder Seible
Division of Structural Engineering
University of California, San Diego

La Jolla,CA 92093-0085

ABSTRACT
In the Seismic retrofit design of California's Toll Bridges, seismic isolation is used in several
bridges to limit the seismic force input into the superstructure and to avoid costly superstructure
retrofit measures which would require partial lane closures and traffic interruptions. Isolation
bearings and dampers of the size required for these large span bridges have not been built or
tested to date. This paper describes the design and construction of a full scale testing facility
which will allow the real-time 6-DOF dynamic characterization of the seismic response
modification devices designed for California's Toll Bridges.

INTRODUCTION

Testing objectives and procedures

Technical requirements for the Caltrans Seismic Response Modification Device Test System
(SRMD) were developed on the basis of current design projects for the California Toll bridge
Retrofit Program, as well as the new AASHTO T-3 Guide Specification for Seismic Isolation
Design III, 121. Specifications have been adjusted during the design, to provide a very flexible
test system, open to a wide spectrum of devices and testing possibilities.
The main technical capabilities of the 6-DOF system are summarized in table 1 together with the
testing system acceptance requirements 131.

Table 1- Technical specifications

Vertical force
Vertical moment
Long, force
Lateral force
Vertical displ.
Longitudinal displ.
Lateral displ.
Vertical velocity
Long, velocity
Lateral velocity
Height of Specimen
Relative Platen rot.

53,400 kN (12,000 Kips)
8,136 kNm (72,000 Kip-in)

8,900 kN (2,000 kips)
4,450 kN (1,000 Kips)

±0.127 m (5 in.)
±1.22 m (48 in.)
± 0.61m (24 in.)

±254mm/s(10in./s)
+1,778 mm/s (70 in./sec)
±762 mm/s (30 in./sec)

Up to 1.52 m (5 ft)
±2°

Accuracy of
application

±5%

±2%
±2%
±2%
±10%
±10%
±10%

Accuracy of readout

0.5% full range
±1.35 kNm (12 Kip-in)

1.0% full range
1.0% full range
1.0% full range
1.0% full range
1.0% full range



Together with the above specifications the different types of isolating devices and dampers to be
tested and the testing objectives and procedures drove the overall design approach.
The isolating devices considered were Friction Pendulum (FPS) and elastomeric isolation
bearings, proposed solutions for Benicia-Martinez and Coronado bridge, respectively, as well as
viscous dampers, common to almost all the toll bridge retrofit projects. Testing objectives ranged
from slow speed uni-directional testing for basic performance characterization to high speed, 3-D
testing for energy based analysis. The investigation of the effect of wear and aging was also an
important issue in the proposed test program, through re-characterization of the performance of
the scale SRMDs already exposed to the actual bridge loads, deformations and environmental
conditions.

Dedicated testing facility

Targeting the possibility of testing the SRMD devices that will be installed in the first of the
Caltrans toll bridge retrofit projects (Benicia-Martinez bridge), the design and construction of the
testing facility was put on a fast track 1 1/2 year schedule. This challenging time frame did not
allow any time for construction of a new building space for the SRMD testing machine. For this
reason the University of California, San Diego located and obtained a portion of the existing
High Bay Physic Laboratory as permanent space for the testing machine. The building is located
on the UCSD campus directly adjacent to the Powell Structural Research Laboratories, with the
advantage of direct access to the support services of these Labs. The available space comprises
about 300 square meters (3,200 ft2) and is already serviced by a 20 ton (40 kips) overhead crane.
The exceptional demand of hydraulic power for this test system requires about 19,000 liters
(5,000 gal) of oil storage and a pressurization, through nitrogen gas, up to 34 Mpa (5,000 psi).
For safety reasons the pumps and the 100 accumulators will be located in a separate building.
Direct pumping, designed for long duration tests and for accumulator charge will provide 720
and 417 liters per minute (190 and 110 gpm) at 21 and 34 Mpa (3,000 and 5,000 psi),
respectively.

DESIGN CONCEPT

Machine geometry and components

The design of the test facility was developed jointly by Caltrans, the University of California,
San Diego and MTS Corporation of Eden Prairie, MN. Many preliminary configurations were
re-visited and modified due to the complexity of the project, driven by the large demand of
vertical forces and displacements, as indicated in table 1. The final design configuration of the
testing machine is shown in figure 1.
The testing system, presently under construction, consists of prestressed concrete reaction frame
(concrete box), and of a moving platen, connected by four horizontal actuators to the concrete
box. The platen slides over four hydraulic hydrostatic low friction bearings attached to the floor
of the concrete structure. The platen also extends with four steel outrigger arms that support four
low friction sliding actuators at their tops.



Friction PencMum

p t «td Contraction by
University of California, San D/ogo
and MTS Systems Corpornrion.

Figure 1 - SRMD testing system

The testing system is completed by two additional reaction structures: a steel cross beam,
removable and linked to the concrete box through a tie-down rod system, and a heavily
prestressed reaction wall on one end of the machine. Figure 2 shows a plan view and cross
sections, with key dimensions.

Due to the large displacements of the test specimens in the longitudinal and transverse directions,
the traditional solution of a platen with hinge connection to horizontal and vertical actuators was
not practical. This configuration would have required very long stroke vertical actuators, with
deep excavation inside the existing building. Space limitations, difficulties of access for tall
excavating equipment and the need to maintain the rest of the existing laboratory in working
condition during construction made this solution impractical. The technical option MTS provided
was the use of 4 vertical hydraulic sliding bearings which support the moving platen, apply the
vertical load, and allow horizontal motion and swivel capacity with very low friction (less than
0.2% of vertical force). Characteristics of all the actuators of the system are presented in table 2.



Horizontal Actuator __
Wall Mounting Fixture"

13350 kN (3000 kip)
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Figure 2 — continue
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Figure 2 - SRMD system plan view and cross sections

Table 2- MTS actuators technical specifications

Function

Quantity
Max Force
(Tension)
Max force

(Compression)
Stroke

Rod diameter
Bore

Max velocity
Swivels

Servovalves

Pressure
Weight

Horizontal
Actuator

4
4,500 kN (1,000 kips)

7,000 kN (1,600 kips)

2.5 m (100")
0.3 m (12")
0.5 m (20")

1.8m/s(70in/s)
± 20° both ends

(19 m3/min) (5,000 gpm)
35 Mpa (5,000 psi)

13 ton (28 kips)

Vertical
Actuator- Bearing

4
NA

18,000 kN (4,000 kips)

0.25 m (10")
\_ NA

0.81m (32")
0.4m/s(15in/s)

±2°
(11 n? /min) (3,000 gpm)

35 Mpa (5,000 psi)
4.4 ton (9.7 kips)

Vertical (Outrigger)
Actuator - Bearing

4
NA

534 kN (120 kips)

0.5 m (20")
NA

0.19 m (7.5")
0.5m/s(18in/s)

±2°
(0.7m3/min)(180gpm)

21 Mpa (3,000 psi)
0.4 ton (1 kip)

This solution strongly influenced the geometry of the facility, allowing a relatively shallow
embedment of the moving platen into the support frame. The dimensions and strokes of the
horizontal actuators determined the shape of the support structure. Its close box-like geometry,
together with the property of self-reacting the horizontal forces, was desirable also for providing



containment of oil leakage and testing of specimens to failure. The large vertical loads which the
testing machine can apply are transferred to the test specimen by the 4 vertical hydrostatic
actuators through the platen and reacted against an assembled tubular cross-beam. A self-
reacting frame in two directions is thus obtained, as sketched in figure 3.

rods Cross-beam

horizontal
tetuators

Concrete box

Figure 3 - The self-reacting frames

Platen Shape and Stability

The size of friction pendulum bearings under development, together with the overall dimensions
of the concrete box, determined the geometry of the moving platen. As shown in figure 2 (and
more in detail in figure 8) the actual dimensions are based on a rectangular shape of 3.65 by 4.88
m (12'xl6')5 extended in the longitudinal direction to accommodate the four outrigger arms at
the corners and the mounting plates of the horizontal actuators. An initial analysis of the overall
stability of the platen, at the most critical conditions of loads and displacements, showed the
limits of the solution of a platen supported on four sliding bearings which provide vertical force
only in compression. A large improvement in stability was achieved by adding eccentric points
of vertical reaction through the four steel outrigger arms connected to the platen. On top of each
of these extensions a sliding bearing provides extra vertical force needed to balance the
overturning moment applied to the platen. One of the main issues was the location of the reaction
structure for these actuators, given the large range of displacements they are allowed to cover.
The solution of mounting these actuators to slide in pockets which are part of the surrounding
concrete box was adopted. The pockets in the lateral walls are covered on the inside top face
with steel plates, providing the finish conditions required for the optimum performance of the
sliding actuators. The outriggers arms will be equipped, based on the actual design, with MTS
534 kN (120 kips) hydrostatic bearings, applied above the steel arms. They allow 0.5 m (20") of
stroke. For design purpose their service capacity has been assumed at 490 kN (110 kips). The
design of the system took into account also the possibility of more powerful actuators, up to
1,470 kN (330 kips), applied above and/or below the outrigger arms.



The mechanism of stability of the platen is shown in figure 4 for elastomeric and friction
pendulum bearings. In the figure P represents the vertical load and H the applied shear force at
mid height of the specimen, A the total platen displacement, 01 and 02 the vertical forces
applied by the outrigger actuators, VI and V2 the vertical forces applied by the sliding bearings
mounted below the platen, and W the total weight of platen, specimen and outrigger actuators.
For simplicity the model is here reduced to a 2-D system. However, the response of the platen
has been analyzed with a 3-D finite element model which allowed the application of several
critical combinations of loads and displacements 131.

Elastomeric
bearings

FPS
bearings

Figure 4 - Platen stability models

The two types of isolation devices present substantial differences in terms of forces transferred to
the machine during a test. The elastomeric rubber bearings represent the most critical case for
platen stability as well as for structural demand. In fact, due to their capacity to carry shear and
end moments, they introduce a large overturning moment into the platen. This contribution is, as
shown in figure 4, increasing with the size of the specimen. Additional moments are transferred
to the platen when displacements occur. Due to P-A effect the applied vertical load P introduces
a moment with the same direction of the one due to the horizontal forces. Opposing effects are
exerted, in this case, by the platen self-weight and the vertical load eccentricity with respect to
the center of sliding bearings (centerline of the machine). The remaining force components need
to be balanced by the actions exerted by the installed vertical actuators (V,0). Several
combinations of loads analyzed showed the difficulty of establishing a general rule for the
governing force component in the stabilizing mechanism. Generally however the axial load P
represents the main reason for instability at significant displacement whereas the horizontal shear
governs for limited strokes. The balancing effect operated by the sliding actuators depends on the
proportions between applied external forces and displacement. It must be noted that in several
conditions only the actuators on one side of the platen are active (under "compression" force)
while the other ones are instead following the displaced position of the platen without providing
any force contribution.



Slightly different is the stability mechanism for friction pendulum bearings. The main reason is
the low coefficient of friction between moving components, that results in reduced overturning
moment to the platen. Also due to the articulated configuration of FPS devices, the applied
vertical load always remains aligned with the resultant of the actions introduced by the vertical
hydrostatic bearings. This condition eliminates the overturning moment due to P-A effect.
Figure 5 shows the stability response of the platen for combined transverse and longitudinal
displacements, for elastomeric and FPS bearings.
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Figure 5 - Combined envelope of platen stability curves

The envelope curves show the outrigger forces necessary to stabilize the platen, assuming the
vertical actuators below the platen are at their maximum level of reaction. In figure 5a the most
critical conditions of horizontal loads (H), displacements (A), and half of the bearing height (y)
are combined. The values of H and A are the same in both longitudinal and transverse direction.
The maximum of y=0.76 m (2.5 ft) as indicated in the plot, corresponds to the highest specimen
allowed with cross-beam installed, i.e 1.52 m (5 ft) clearance. It must be noted that also the
condition of zero shear force was analyzed for elastomeric bearings. This limit state can be
postulated to exist when an elastomeric bearing has failed in shear, while still being subjected to
vertical load. Displacements and height of the specimens range from a moderate level to the peak
values allowed by the system. The dashed horizontal lines correspond to the capacity of the
outrigger actuators. The present configuration will include four actuators capable of 490 kN (110
kips) each, mounted on top of the outrigger arms. In order to complete the analysis of stability
performance of the platen two other possible scenarios are reported in the same plot: the
presence of 1,470 kN (330 kips) actuators on top of the outriggers and/or extra actuators installed
below the platen extensions (negative values of outrigger force). For instance, the configuration
of zero horizontal load and maximum displacement in both directions (black circle in figure 5a)
does not present any stability problems up to a maximum vertical load of 17,800 kN (4,000
kips). At this level the capacity of the 490 kN (110 kips) top outrigger actuators is exceeded and



to reach stability at the vertical force of 26,700 kN (next data point) an extra force is needed
from below the platen (about 650 kN, 146 kips). Above 35,600 kN (8,000 kips) of vertical load
the capacity of the outrigger actuators is exceeded for any elastomeric bearing under maximum
horizontal displacement or load conditions. In the graph unstable conditions in case of very low
vertical load, maximum horizontal capacity and very tall specimens can be seen.

Figure. 5b shows the difference in behavior of FPS bearings with respect to the elastomeric
devices. The stability of the system becomes an issue only at very low or very high vertical
loads. For a large intermediate range of vertical forces the outrigger actuators are not required for
stability purposes. The designed system configuration with 490 kN (110 kips) actuators above
the platen arms allows stable tests at maximum displacement in both longitudinal and transverse
directions with vertical load up to a maximum of about 50,000 kN (11,236 kips).

STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS DESIGN

Concrete Reaction Frame

As shown in figure 3 the two main self-reacting structures consist of two reacting frames placed
in perpendicular planes. The specific nature of the applied loads was the basis for a "non
standard" limit state definition. The system is in fact numerically controlled for the load and
displacements application phase and the level of peak forces introduced into the system is of
deterministic nature. Service loads assumed for the design of each structural element were:

Vertical Load = 53,400 kN (12,000 kips) (quasi static)
Vertical Load = 44,500 kN (10,000 kips) (dynamic)

Longitudinal Load =8,900 kN (2,000 kips)
Transverse Load = 4,450 kN (1,000 kips)

A service load factor of 1.2 was assumed for every possible combination of the above forces,
with the structure behaving elastically in all its components. An ultimate load factor of 1.6 was
introduced as design specification and applied to the combination of vertical and longitudinal
load, vertical and transverse load and to longitudinal and transverse forces acting simultaneously.
The ultimate load factor has been derived from the absolute maximum load the hydraulic
actuators can express. This implies the failure of the control system in a situation of peak force
applied. The degradation of the structural integrity of the system, in this case, has been carefully
controlled and limited, introducing also, through some fabrication detail, preferential location for
mechanisms of damage.
All structural concrete for the SRMD machine was specified with a nominal design strength of
48 Mpa (7,000 psi) and Grade 60 reinforcement. A maximum reinforcement spacing of 0.3 m
(12") was specified for better crack control and preservation of structural stiffness integrity.
As shown in figure 2, the four vertical large actuators are connected to the vertical concrete
frame at mid span of the 2.43m (8 ft) high horizontal beam that represents the main reaction
block of the overall structure. The beam is 10.36 m (34 ft) long with a clear span of 5.18 m (17
ft) and is 3.75 m (12'-4") wide. It receives the vertical forces distributed, through a 2.74 x 2.74 m
(9x9 ft) steel plate, from the hydrostatic sliding actuators. The point of application of the vertical
reactions to these forces are instead the plates and nuts that restrain the tie-down steel rods at the



bottom of the beam itself. The structure was designed with post-tensioning strands, running
horizontally at about 0.6 m (2 ft) from the bottom level. The post-tensioning force is about 5,800
kN (1,300 kips) for each tendon. A total of 10 tendons with 30, low relaxation, 7-wire, 15.24
mm (0.6") diameter strands are required. The limitation in space at the anchorage location on the
south side of the machine necessitates the application of post-tensioning force only at one end of
the prestressing system. Heavy transverse reinforcement, consisting in 25.4 mm (#8) 4 leg
stirrups is used along the overall length of the concrete beam at 0.15m (6") spacing. This
reinforcement was designed for the severe shear and torsional forces expected. As visible in the
cross-section of figure 2, this main structural element will accommodate also 6 of the hydraulic
lines, running, into steel tubes, all the way through the width of the concrete beam. The
remaining structural components of the concrete box are the two longitudinal walls 0.61 m (2 ft)
thick and the two end walls in the transverse direction. With exception of the reaction wall, the
sides of the concrete box did not require particularly heavy reinforcement and prestressing. A
post-tensioning system of 2 straight tendons, each one with an overall prestressing force of
5,385 kN (1,210 kips), is provided to react the horizontal actuator forces.
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Prestressing
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Figure 6 - Reaction Wall

The transverse cross-section of figure 2 shows the extent of the pockets realized along the
longitudinal walls to provide a reaction surface to the outrigger actuators. The longitudinal wall,
at its top, extends horizontally into the machine space producing an overhang about 1.8 m (6 ft)
wide and 0.61m (2 ft) thick. Taking into account possible changes in terms of the capacity of the
outrigger actuators, these structural components have been heavily reinforced with 35.8 mm
(#11) longitudinal rebar at 0.15 m (6") spacing and 19.05 mm (#6) closed stirrups every 0.15 m
(6"). The overhang beams will also support removable precast concrete panels which provide a
cover to the machine space.
Particular attention has been paid to the design of the reaction wall of the SRMD concrete box.
As mentioned above, the need to test devices like viscous dampers requires a reacting structural



element on one side of the specimen, while the other side is mounted to the moving platen. The
reduced space around the test system does not allow the connection of the specimen to the lab
floor. The required capacity of the wall was limited to the design horizontal load of 8,900 kN
(2,000 kips), and was achieved with a system of horizontal and vertical post-tensioning. The
basic tendon layout is shown in figure 6.
Fixed-end-loop-anchors were chosen for the vertical tendons, not requiring access to the bottom
slab for the stressing operations. The 0.91 m (3 ft) thick wall is provided with 50 mm (2")
diameter horizontal steel sleeves on a 0.61 m (2 ft) module for the attachment of specimens and
external actuators. The hole pattern was intended to reproduce the existing ones in the Powell
Structural Research Laboratories for compatibility with tools and mounting devices.

Steel Corner Fixtures

The horizontal actuators, shown in figure 2, are connected with spherical swivels on the rod end
to the platen and with the swivel at the other end to the corner of the concrete box. Due to the
high force capacity of these actuators and the required precision for their installation, the
connection to the concrete structure was a delicate step in the design procedure. The co-existence
of actuator connection and of the post-tensioning system for the concrete walls resulted in a quite
articulated shape of the corner fixtures. The general geometry of these structural elements is
shown in figure 7.

- 0.91 4 m (3'-0") Reoction Woll

OVERVIEW OF CORNER DETAIL

Figure 7 - Corner steel fixtures

The goal was to provide, through steel plates, an anchorage that transfers the loads applied from
the actuators to both the external and internal faces of the concrete box. The elements are shaped
to provide a chamfer to the structure portion above the laboratory floor. On the internal side of
the fixtures, two 0.13 m (5") horizontal steel plates will accommodate the bolted connection
with the actuators. The overall geometry of these corner details had to take into account also the



congested situation of valves and pressure hard lines located at the end of the actuators, with the
complication of a system that is allowed to swivel horizontally and vertically to follow the platen
displacements.

The Platen

In its configuration, the testing system does not differ significantly from a shake table
configuration. The platen needs to exhibit very high stiffness without excessive weight. The
advantage of actuators slightly oversized with respect to the design loads made the weight less
critical in the design concept. The presence of stabilizing actuators, eccentric to the platen
stressed the importance of a very stiff system. The proposed solution is schematically shown in
figure 8.
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Figure 8 - Moving platen

Two 51 mm (2") thick steel plates spaced 0.91 m (3 ft) apart are connected through a pattern of
welded steel rods 76 mm (3") in diameter. The rods, positioned in a grid of 0.3x0.3 m (12"xl2")
have tapped holes on the top for specimen attachment. The actuator mounting plates are
connected, on the short sides of the platen, to a very stiff steel frame that transfers forces to the
other side of platen through three longitudinally placed steel beams. This steel frame is welded to
the top and bottom steel plate and to the lateral plates along the long sides, forming a closed box.
The platen is grouted with concrete from holes in the top steel plate. The outriggers are designed
as pre-assembled steel boxes that will be welded to the main body of the platen once in place in
the machine space. The governing action in the platen design was the shear force transferred to
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its top surface, in case of elastomeric bearings. The steel rods were calculated to resist these
shear forces as well as axial stresses introduced by pure bearing and overturning moments.
One of the main difficulties, in the design of the platen, was the specification of a steel surface,
at the bottom of the box assembly, with the flatness and finishing characteristics imposed by the
four hydrostatic low friction actuators. Flatness was required to be at least 0.16 mm per meter
(0.002" per foot) under full service conditions, resulting in a severe request of stiffness for the
platen and a delicate fabrication process. The design process had to take into account the risk of
the bottom plate warping during welding and fabrication. For this reason it was decided to design
a complete steel box and, after all the welds are completed, to machine the bottom surface to the
desired flatness and finish. The overall steel box weight of 272 kN (61 kips) without concrete
and outriggers arms, complicated the search of a shop with appropriate hoisting and machining
capabilities.

The Steel Cross Frame and Tie-Down System

As schematically indicated in figure 9, the vertical self-reacting frame of the system is completed
by a cross-beam attached to the concrete box. It is evident that the flexibility of the testing
facility is largely expanded in case of a removable cross beam, with the possibility of testing of
specimens exceeding the clearance imposed by this transverse steel structure.

8.534 m (28'-0") -

13 mm (1/2") Diaphragm £

64 mm (2 1/2") Tronsfe

Figure 9 - Steel cross frame

The cross-beam, as shown in figure 9, is conceived as a modular box section, with each segment
designed to remain below the weight limit of 20 tons, imposed by the crane capacity. Three steel
beams, each one about 1 m wide and 1.8 m high (3'x6'), can be assembled, side by side, through
bolted connections along the lateral plates and by cover plates overlapping the boxes at the top.



In order to allow the attachment of test specimens, a 64 mm (2 W) thick, 3.7x2.95 m (12'x9.6')
transfer plate is provided, with the additional purpose of connecting the three steel boxes at the
bottom. To increase the stiffness, steel diaphragms are vertically placed inside the box section
along the overall beam length. Figure 9 shows, at the two ends of the beams, the location of the
24 steel tie-down rods, with 152 mm (6") diameter each, used to connect the cross-frame to the
concrete box. In this region of high stress concentration, square tubes are positioned, inside the
steel boxes to directly transfer the tie-down forces and provide vertical stiffness to the system.
The design of the tie-down rods was driven by the need for a significant pre-loading tension
force which will eliminate the risk of up-lift of the reaction steel frame and consequent loss of
the friction forces at the steel-concrete interface. The goal was also to be able to remove the
cross-frame from the concrete box without removing extra long rods and without having to
access any space below the concrete frame. The design solution is based on lock off nuts, welded
to plates permanently positioned at the bottom of the concrete frame. A lower segment of the
rods, located inside a cast-in-place steel tube, will be screwed into the nut and connected to a
steel coupler at the top edge. The steel coupler, while locked with pins into the concrete, will
receive the top portion of the steel rods. The rods will be tensioned through hydraulic jacks and
locked with nuts at the top of the steel cross-frame. The rods will be made from ASTM A193-B7
steel with 517 Mpa (75 ksi) yield stress. Figure 10 depicts the cross-head tie-down scheme.
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Figure 10 - Tie-down system

CONTROL SYSTEM and READOUT

The control and redout system has been developed by MTS and adapted specifically for the
SRMD testing facility. It is based on a Direct Digital Control technology with a Host-Target
architecture. The control computer interacts with the load cells applied in the horizontal actuators
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rods and the pressure transducers of the vertical actuators. Closed loop control is performed in
the rectangular coordinates. A coordinate transformation is used to convert errors in the
rectangular positions to commands to the individual servo valves on the actuators. Control modes
are: force in the vertical, and position control for the other degree of freedom. Additional force
control loops minimize warping and compression of the platen due to mechanical overconstraint.
Inevitably the system will introduce errors related to (1) friction of the vertical actuators, (2)
friction of the horizontal actuators swivels, and (3) inertia effect of the platen and test specimen.
Their extents are approximately quantified as 0.5%, 0.5% and 5% of the relative forces,
respectively. The calibration of the system will include a measure of the friction values through a
test bearing. Accelerometers, mounted on the platen surface, provide three component
acceleration readings and will allow a compensation for the loading errors due to the inertial
mass of the platen. All force, displacement and acceleration data will be collected in files. The
position data files will provide location and direction of velocity data needed to determine the
vector of the friction correction.
During the design phase, the review panel members, specifically addressed the need of a direct
measure of the loads applied to the specimens. The goal is clearly the accurate readout of shear
forces and axial load rriinimizing acceleration errors or actuator friction. The subject is presently
under study at University of California, Irvine and San Diego.
An accurate data acquisition and a camera monitoring system will provide the record of the
specimen response. Particular attention will be dedicated to the measuring of surface temperature
of FPS bearings and dampers.

POTENTIALITIES of the TESTING FACILITY

The geometry and configuration of the testing system, together with the dynamic characteristics
of the hydraulic devices make a wide spectrum of tests possible with the SRMD system. With
minor modifications the system is flexible to perform in different testing setups, with the
characteristics of a unique shake table. The removable cross-frame and the configuration of the
platen, allow the installation of tall specimens, possibly extended outside the existing size of the
platen, without interfering with the reaction frame. Several different configurations of possible
tests have been analyzed, including specimens in geotechnical sand boxes and devices tested
under axial tensile load.
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ABSTRACT

The combined shear and compression behaviors of the KAERI HLRB made of
MRPRA rubber and the shaking responses of the CRIEPI isolated rigid mass mock-up
are analyzed. For FEM analyses of KAERI HLRB, three kinds of strain energy
density functions of the ABAQUS program are used as constitutive law for rubber
with hyperelastic characteristics. The analysis results are compared with test results,
depending on the constitutive models. The simulation results for the shaking table tests
of the CRIEPI rigid mass mock-up supported by scaled lead rubber bearings are
obtained by ABAQUS time history analyses. In the analysis, the linear and bilinear
hysterisis models simulating the behaviors of the rubber bearing are used.

1. INTRODUCTION

The comparisons between analysis results and test ones for ENEA HDRB(Soft and
hard rubber cases) and CRIEPI NRB and LRB were performed at the 1st and 2nd
RCM of the IAEA CRP[1,2]. The analysis methods developed in the above RCMs are
similarly applied for the analysis of KAERI HLRB.

The geometry of KAERI HLRB (High Damping Laminated Rubber Bearing), which
is made by UNISON Inc., are given in Fig.l. Laminated rubber bearing, made by the
repeated accumulation of thin rubbers and steel shims alternatively and chemical
bonding of two materials, isolates the superstructure from large earthquake impact. The
rubber used in the rubber bearing has a large nonlinearity and shows isotropically
hyperelastic material behavior while enduring the large strain. Thus, it is difficult to
represent the behavior with general elastic theory[3].

The shear deformation analyses for the KAERI HLRB made of MRPRA rubber
compounds are performed. In those, the hyperelastic material option of ABAQUS [4] is
used for modeling rubber layers. The 2D harmonic elements and 3D solid elements
are used in finite element analyses, and three kinds of the strain energy density
functions are used in modeling the rubber layers to simulate the rubber material
behaviors.

The numerical simulations for the shaking table tests of the CRIEPI rigid mass
mock-up, which is supported by scaled lead rubber bearings, are performed by the
time history analyses using ABAQUS. In the analyses, the hysteresis behaviors of the
rubber bearings are modeled with linear and bilinear types.
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2. SHEAR DEFORMATION ANALYSIS OF KAERI RUBBER BEARING

The four kinds of test data for the rubber compound are represented in Fig. 2. Test
data of HLRB are for the combined compression and shear tests (shear strains; 50,
100, 150%).

2.1 Strain energy density function

In ABAQUS there are two options of simulating rubber behavior. One needs the
input data of the rubber specimen test results in numeric form, and the other needs
the strain energy density functions calculated from the rubber specimen test data. In
the first option, at least two of the three rubber test data of the uniaxial, equibiaxial,
and planar tests are required for horizontal displacement analysis, and the volumetric
test data are required to calculate the vertical deformation.

An acculate modeling to represent the behavior of the rubber bearing is important
because the rubber endures a very large displacement There are several types of
material models for the isotropic rubber materials with the strain energy density
function (U) consisting of deviator invariants, and the following models are used in
this paper for the simulation of the behavior of rubber bearings.

2.1.1 Polynomial function
To derive the governing equation for rubber behavior, the strain energy density

function(U) is defined as[3]:

Cs (17-3)'' (7^-3)'+ J-^T (Ie,-D2i,
where Ix and I2 are the first and the second invariants of deviatoric deformation
and are represented by the following principal stretches (A lt~A 2,~A 3).

7^=1 \+~A \+l\,
7 ~ = ~A 2~A 2 - f "A 2~A 2 + ~A 2~A 2

where Jei is elastic volume ratio, C$ and D{ are constants of strain energy density
function, N is the order of function, and D ,• is the compressibility of the rubber. C ,>•
is calculated from the relations between the rubber test data and the derivatives of the
strain energy density function with respect to 7 7 , 7 ^ and Jd at the simple
boundaries[3].

- Uniaxial mode : 1 1=~A Ut~A 2 = I 3 = 1 a1/2,^ u= 1+ £ u
- Equibiaxial mode : J 1 = 'J 2=~A ByJ 3 = ~A ~2

t~A B=i+ £ B

- Planar(pure shear) mode : I x = 1 s, ~A 2 = 1, ~A 3 = ~A J 1 , 1 s = 1+ e s

- Volumetric mode : ~A v•= ~A 2 = ~A 3 = 1 v, I
= A V

Rubber test data of KAERI rubber are shown in Fig. 2. The constants of
polynomial strain energy density function for the case of N=2 are calculated as
follows.

Di Cjo Coi

D2 C20 Cjj C02

0.00115 0.3578 0.3054
0.00004 0.0369 -0.0441 -0.0069

When N=l, the function becomes identical with a Mooney-Rivlin model, and then
the constants are as follows.
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Di Cjo Coi
0.0009 0.5816 0.1464

2.1.2 Ogden function
The strain energy density function (U) is represented as follows using the following

principal stretches.

i—i a i , .

where nu a ,-, D{ are constants of the function, N is the order of energy function,
and D.: represents the compressibility of rubber. The fiit a <• are determined from the
relations of the stress and strain from rubber specimen tests with simple boundaries.

The constants of the Ogden model for the case of N=3 are calculated from the
rubber test data in Fig. 2 as follows,

1
2
3

-488.3
235.3
254.6

1.903
2.063
1.729

0.00114
0.000025

-0.0000007

2.2 Finite element analysis

2.2.1 Modelling of rubber bearing
The bearing contains 29 layers of elastomer, of which the thickness is 1.2 mm, and

28 steel shims of 1.6 mm thickness and the diameter is 150 mm. The rubber is made
of MRPRA compounds, which has a 0.9 MPa shear modulus. The end plate has a
thickness of 25 mm and a diameter of 150 mm. Total height of the bearing is 129.6
mm, which includes the total rubber thickness of 34.8 mm.

For the finite element analysis of the rubber bearing with the cylindrical shape, the
half model and nonaxisymmetric load condition are adopted for a combined
compression" and shear analysis. For a 2D model, the element types for steel shims
and rubber layers are the CAXA41 and CAXA8H1 respectively, which have an
axisymmetric geometry with a nonaxisymmetric load. For the 3D model, the 3D solid
element of C3D8H is used. The number of elements is 5 in a radial direction and 19
in a circumferential direction, as shown in Fig.3.

The boundaries are fixed at the bottom of the bearing, vertically coupled and
horizontally freed at the top of the bearing. The Young's modulus and Poisson ratio
of the steel shims are chosen as 200 GPa and 0.3 respectively.

2.2.2 Analysis of rubber bearing
The applied horizontal displacements are changed from 0% to 300% of the total

rubber height under the application of the vertical pressure of 2.55 MPa. For the
combined compression and shear analyses, the design vertical load is first applied by
using the equivalent pressure for both the 2D and 3D models. For the 2D model, the
horizontal loads are then increasingly applied to the top elements by using the
nonaxisymmetric harmonic loads that are equivalent to the test displacements. For the
3D model, the horizontal displacements are applied to the top nodes.

In the 2D model, the three kinds of the rubber material models are used. The
number of elements for a rubber layer is three in the thickness direction. According
to the material models for rubber, there are some different results, as shown in Fig.5.
The analyses with Mooney-Rivlin and Polynomial (N=2) models give quite a
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discrepancy with the test results, but the analysis with Ogden (N=3) method gives a
relatively good agreement with the test results up to a shear displacement of 63
mm(equivalent to 180% shear stain).

In the 3D solid model, the solid element C3D8H is used. Fig.4 represents the
typically deformed shape of a rubber bearing under the combined compression and
shear loads. Force and displacement relations, using one element in the thickness
direction for a rubber layer, are represented in Fig.6a. As shown in Fig.6a, the results
using the Ogden model are closer to the test data like as in case of 2D model. The
results using Mooney-Rivlin and Polynomial models show some differences with the
test data. For the model using two elements for a rubber layer, the solution diverges
over 180% shear strain as shown in Fig.6b. But below this shear strain, the results
agree well with the ones of having one element for a rubber layer in case of Ogden
Model, while the other two models give lower shear forces. In case of taking the
limited rubber test data of the maximum 200% strain in calculating the strain energy
density function, the similar results are obtained for the number of elements for a
rubber layer as shown in Fig.7.

29 x 1.2 nn Rubber

28 x 1.6 nn Steet S

Stn*».50,100.15Op«enl

100 120

Fig. 1 Geometry Data and Shear Deformation Tests of KAERI HLRB
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Fig. 2 Rubber Specimen Tests of KAERI Rubber Bearing

Fig.3 Finite Element Mesh(3D) of KAERI HLRB Fig. 4 Shear Deformed Shape of HLRB
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3. DYNAMIC RESPONSE ANALYSIS FOR CRIEPI RIGID MASS MOCK-UP

Test data of the rigid mock-up isolated with 8 reduced scale lead rubber bearings are given

with the bearing geometry. The shear deformation test results of rubber bearing are

represented in Fig. 8. Tests of the LRB are the combined compression and shear tests (shear

strains; 25, 50,100,200,300,400,500%) and the vertical cyclic compression tests. The kinds

of hysteresis models of rubber bearings are linear, bilinear and modified bilinear models as

shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. In the linear model, rubber bearings have equivalent stiffness

(K^,) and a constant viscous damping of 7.38%. The equivalent stiffness and damping are

calculated at 100% strain point in hysteresis curve of Fig.8. In the bilinear model, the yield

load value (Qd) of hysteresis is changed according to the maximum shear strain to take

account of the hysteresis characteristics. The vertical compression stiffness of the rubber

bearings is modeled by a linear spring stiffness of 25000kgf/mm.

The lumped mass-beam model for the mock-up is shown in Fig. 11, in which the structure

mass is concentrated in the center of gravity (node 14) and the beam element of the model has

a large stiffness comparative to rigid mock-up. The JOINT element and UMAT subroutine of

the ABAQUS program are utilized to model the hysteresis curves of the rubber bearings.

The mode shapes of rigid mock-up are represented in Fig. 12. The number of effective

frequencies is three, which are generated by the shear and vertical stiffnesses of rubber

bearings because the mock-up structure is modeled as rigid structure. The first frequency is

horizontal translation mode, the second is rotational rocking mode, and the third is vertical

translation mode of rubber bearings. The fundamental frequencies for linear and bilinear

models are 2.1 Hz and 4.16 Hz, respectively and they are related to the initial stiffnesses of

the modeling types of rubber bearings. The second and the third frequencies are 34.4 Hz and

43.1 Hz, respectively.

3.1 Responses to design earthquake motion

The acceleration input and response time histories and the response spectrum of shaking

table tests for design earthquake motion.(1.5S,) are given in Fig.13, Fig.14 and Fig.15. The

structural responses of the base isolated system are analyzed by two modeling methods. One

is an equivalent linear model with a constant viscous damping and the other is bilinear model

with a hysteresis curve. These analysis results are shown in Fig. 16 to Fig. 21.

The response spectrum curves of acceleration responses of the bilinear model show two

resonant peaks around horizontal isolation frequency of 2.1 Hz and rotational frequency of 34

Hz as shown in Fig. 19. There are two local peaks near isolation frequency due to the Kl and

K2 stiffnesses, which are the initial linear stiffness and the hardening stiffness of rubber

bearing, while the equivalent linear model has only one peak which is resonated at an
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equivalent stiffness as shown in Fig. 17. The zero period accelerations for the linear and

bilinear methods are not so different and they are 0.44g and 0.40g respectively as shown in

Fig. 16 and Fig. 18. These are slightly higher than that of test results.

The maximum shear displacements of rubber bearing using linear and bilinear models are

about 21.2mm and 21.0mm respectively as shown in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21. These values are

slightly larger than the test of 20mm (Fig.22). The maximum vertical displacements of rubber

bearings are 0.03mm, which is less than the static deformation of 0.0875 mm due to weight,

so the bearings always remain in compression state.

3.2 Responses to beyond design earthquake motion

The acceleration input and response time histories, and the response spectrum of shaking

table tests for beyond design earthquake motion (4.6S,) are given in Fig.23, Fig.24 and

Fig.25. For computer simulations for the shaking table tests under beyond design earthquake

motion, the vertical tension stiffness and the viscous damping of rubber bearing are

implemented in the model. The stiffness is 600 kg/mm which is roughly calculated from the

vertical tension loading tests of a rubber bearing [5]. In this analysis, the vertical viscous

damping of a rubber bearing is assumed to be 5%. The structural responses of the base

isolated system are evaluated with a modified bilinear model considering hardening effects in

the large shear strain range. These analysis results are shown in Fig.26 to Fig. 29.

The acceleration response spectrum curve calculated using the modified bilinear model

shows one resonant peak around horizontal isolation frequency of 2.1 Hz and wide range of

amplification near rotational frequency of 34 Hz. The zero period accelerations are 5.46g at

the top of mock-up and 4.6g at the bottom of mock-up. These values are about 40% larger

than the test results and are ten times larger compared with 0.44g and 0.4g of 1.5 S, while the

input is three times larger. It is reasoned that the rubber bearings are going to be in tension

state when mock-up takes a large rotational motion. So, in case of the large rotational motion

of an isolated structure, the vertical stiffness of the rubber bearing takes an important role in

structural responses. The maximum shear displacement of the rubber bearing is 66 mm, which

is equivalent to 440% shear strain as shown in Fig. 28. These values are slightly smaller than

the test result of 66.8mm (Fig.30). The vertical displacement of the rubber bearing is 8.0mm

in tension state and 1.7 mm in compression state as shown in Fig.29.

4. CONCLUSIONS

For the comparison of analysis methods for isolation rubber bearings with test results, the

KAERI HLRB are modeled and analyzed using various strain energy density functions with
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respect to rubber properties.

The calculated shear forces using the rubber material models of Ogden (N=3) agree well

with tests ones up to 180% strain. There is a little discrepancy of the solutions between the ID

and 3D analyses.

For dynamic simulations for shaking table tests of a rigid mass mock-up, the linear and

bilinear models are implemented in the modeling of shear-deformation hysteresis curves of

scaled lead plugged rubber bearings. The calculated accelerations and displacements for

isolated structure under design earthquake motion(1.5S,) agree well with test results. The

calculated accelerations for isolated structure under beyond design earthquake motion (4.6S])

are larger than those in tests, but the calculated displacements agree well with those in tests.

In this case the vertical stifihess of rubber bearing greatly affects the structural responses in a

high frequency region.
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1. COMPARISON OF SEISMIC ISOLATOR ANALISYS
METODS.

INTRODUCTION

This part of the report presents the results
of force characteristics calculations and their
comparison with experimental data for the model
of HDRB developed by ENEA and KAERI Companies.
Load input versions which adequate plane-parallel
displacement of the supporting plates of a
bearing are considered. Viscoelastic material is
accepted as a physical model of rubber. Values of
material constants has been determined from the
experimental data of material specimen
deformation, as well as directly from the bearing
model test results. Structional scheme of the
dampers models with its geometrical parameters is
presented in Fig.la, lb. Steel layers of a
bearing were considered as absolutely firm.

1.1.MAIN THEORETICAL PRECONDITIONS OF THE
CALCULATION

The problem of stressed-deformed state
determination of a bearing rubber layers has
been solved within the limits of "half-back
method" /I/. Under the method in question at the

first step a transformation form ^•yiQi^z^s)) °^

the reference undistorted configuration into the
actual with an accuracy of the TBD material
coordinate functions is specified. Then on the
basis of this transformation an expression of the
deformation measure, stress tensor and balance
equation are set up. After solving the equations
for the unknown functions the fields of
displacements, deformations and stresses are
determined.

For the material coordinates the cylindrical

coordinates r, (p,% are accepted. Radius-vector of
the reference configuration in this coordinate
system assumes the form
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r = rer

where er , k — unit vectors of coordinate axes.
Radius-vector of a deformed state is given as

follows

R = (a + r a x ) r cos<pil + (b + r b , ) r s i n c p i 2 + a i l + X k,
(l)
where a,a,,b,b,,OL,X — TBD functions of the

material coordinate % and time t, ;

ix,i2,k — unit vectors of the cartesian
coordinate system (the horizontal load is applied
in the direction of ^unit vector) .

Radius-vector R answers the following
assumptions of the displacement field:

- section %= const which was flat prior to
deformation remains flat under the deformed
state;

- circle of r radius (in the^= const section)
during the deformation process will be
transformed into an ellipse with semi-axes
a + rax, b + rbx.
Dependence of expressions for semi-axes on the r
coordinate allows for "pressing-out" the material
during the deformation process on both the
external and internal boundary cylindrical
surfaces r — Ro and r = Rlf respectively.

For the model of material a viscoelastic
model with a rheologic scheme in the form of
parallel connection of elastic and viscous
elements is used. In addition it is assumed that
damping behavior is governed solely by rate-of-
strain deviator and is independent of the given
tensor ball part. The expression for stress
tensor in this case will be as follows /2/

t=fe+2r]dev(d), (2)
where



fe=2 stress tensor of

elastic element in the Cauchy form,

E v =2 V ' 3 ft
E— a single tensor,
7—viscous factor.
Equations of balance for the rubber layer in

terms of the expression for R and relations
(2) will have the following form

JJ{-
\G( dW dlk

du\

g

dW dlk 1 crrsW-d-^-r
k

(3)

where W =W\Il,I1,I3j— specific potential
energy,

/p/2,/3 — invariants of Cauchy measure of
deformation,

TS,T
S,RS,R

S — vectors of main and mutual bases
in the reference and real configurations;

G,g— determinants of covariant components
of single tensors in the reference and real
configurations, respectively.

Hereinafter the rule of summation over the
repeating ("dummy'') indices is used, and the sign

"'" means differentiation with respect to E, .
Integration in equations (3) is carried out

for the undistorted surface.
It is assumed that steel and rubber layers
coupling in the bearing is "rigid"

and there are no deformations on the contact
surfaces. Then

a(0) = a(h) = 1, b(0) = b(h) = 1,

ax(0) = ax(h) = 0, ̂ (0) = bl(h)= 0.
(4)



Complementing the formulas (4) with the
relations:

a(6) = a0, a(h) = ah, A(6) = A,o, A(h) = Xh, (4a)
we shall receive the boundary conditions for

the equations (3).
In the relations (4a) parameters aQ,ah,XQ,Xh

are defined as corresponding displacements of the
steel plates adjacent to the rubber layer. These
parameters are determined from the conditions of
compatibility of strain components.

Dependence of potential energy on the
invariants of the Cauchy measure of deformation
is specified as follows

for incompressible material:

W = S c*( 7i -3)'(/2 "3)
y +/</3 -1), (5)

where p — Lagrangian multiplier;
for compressible material:

w= £c,(7,-3)' (72-3y +±Kl(4i;-if',(6)
y+7=l i=l

where / ^ / A , T2=lf
/3I2.

In case of incompressible material the multiplier

p = p\^,tj is among the unknown functions.

1.2. METHOD OF SOLUTION

Equations of balance (3) take rather complicated
form even with relatively simple expressions for
radius-vector (2) and specific potential energy
(4), (5) and their notation in the form which is
convenient for programming as well as the process
of programming itself are stubborn problems.
Therefore for solving the similar problems a
method of continual transformations is developed.
The procedure is as follows. On the preliminary
stage the classes (in terms of object-oriented
programming languages) of differential, tensor
and vector transformations are realized by way of
programming. Functions-methods of the present
classes over the expressions preset (strings or



string files) perform the corresponding
transformations (operations of differentiation,
scalar and vector multiplication, convolution of
tensors etc.) and return the results in the form
of strings or string files. Further solving the
problem follows the scheme below. In the "A"
program from the preset expressions (strings) of
dependencies of specific potential energy on the
invariants of Cauchy measure of deformation,
dependencies of radius-vectors components on the
material coordinates and unknown functions the
following parameters are determined sequentially
(in the form of strings) : basic vectors, tensor
of Cauchy measure of deformation, its
invariants, stress tensor, integrated force
reactions (forces and moments required) as well
as coefficients of equations of balance,
brought into the form

\\ciy(u,u',u,it')rdcpdr u" + f[dy(u,u',u,u')rd(pdr u" +

^bt(u,u' ,u,u')rd(pdr\ = 0, ij = l,...,N

where u— "vector" of unknown functions.
The result of the "A" program execution is

creation of the subprograms source texts in the
form of separate files for calculation of the
coefficients aiJ,dij,bi and the required integrated

force reactions (for example, forces and moments
on the upper plate of a bearing) . Then these
files are compiled together with the "B" program
which realizes equations dicsretization and
integration. Integration of the equations has
been carried out by net-point method and method
of transforming the boundary-value problem into
initial Cauchy problem.

1.3. DETERMINATION OF MATERIAL CONSTANTS

a. Incompressible material.
For description of elastic properties of the

filled up rubber as incompressible material the
potential of elasticity (5) is used. In order to



find the constants which appear in the expression
for the potential energy, experimental data,
received for uniform elastomer deformations, are
used.
Thus we had considered the following uniform
deformations:

axial tension
1 2-3 1
A, j — A,, A, 2 — A,3 —

-2a=2(A-A~")
dW

A'1 (7)

biaxial and symmetric tension

A3 = A , A 2
 = A} — A

-2-
= 2(X4-A~J) — + A2—

dlj dl2l

(8)

pure shear

Ai = A,' A2 — J-', A^ = A

aw aw-3

i J

( 9 ) .

Using the expressions (7), (8), (9) and the
results of corresponding tests on rubber
specimens, method of least squares has been
applied determine the values of C{j constants.

Under small deformation, law of

elasticitycr,- = At ^ goes over into the Hook'

law, as this takes place the following condition
shall be performed,

2(Q0 + C01) = G (10)
where G - initial shear modulus of the

material.
Thus, expression (10), if G is known, is an

additional condition for determination of the
constants Cyfrom the experimental data. Further

two options were considered:
shear modulus is considered unknown and

condition (10) is the expression for
determination of G , from theC,, found;

44a



shear modulus is considered preset and
expression (10) is an additional condition when
determining the constantsCL .

For description of stressed-deformed state of
the material a potential of elasticity (5) with
various set of constants was used. The case with
preset value of the shear modulus (for the
material of ENEA bearing G=0.4 MPa, for the
material of KAERI bearing G=1.2 MPa) was
considered specially.

The values of Cy constants were determined

from the experimental data for each type of
uniform deformation for the preset and unknown
shear modulus, respectively. The stresses,
calculated from the formulae (7)-(9), for the
coefficients received, correlate well with the
corresponding experimental data. But the values
of coefficients are different in all cases.
For the material of ENEA bearing the Table 1
presents the values of constants, which are
found by simultaneous processing of experimental
data on the various types of uniform deformation.
In this case, fixation of the initial shear
modulus G =0.4 Mpa doesn't permit to find such a
set of constants CtJ , which could give a good

agreement of the design and test values of the
stresses for all uniform deformations considered.
However, the set of constants, determined
without fixing the shear modulus, permits to
describe all the types of deformation considered
relatively well, under this condition the shear
modulus is equal to 0.8 8 MPa. In Figures 1.2-1.4
the design curves are compared with the
corresponding experimental ones. The points a),
b), c) designate the results for the axial
tension, biaxial and symmetric tension and pure
shear, respectively. Fig. 1.2 demonstrates
opportunities of a set of five

constants C10,C01,CjpC20,CQ2 • Fig. 1.3 -
Cw,CQl,Cn,C2Q,C30. And, finally, Fig. 1.4 shows
the curves plotted by the four
constants C10,C01,C20,C30. These constants values are
listed in Table 1.1. The Figures show that when



Table 1.1 Elastic constants

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

C10, Mna

0,4329

0,4856

0,4463

0,4099

0,1566

0,8284

1,058

• 0,8627

0,2261

0,3415

0,1587

C01,Mna

-0,05416

-0,04484

-0,01076

-0,03338

0,0434

-0,6284

-0,858

-0,6627

0,1415

0,1196

0,09905

C11,Mna

0,01039

0,004457

—

—

-0,07328

-0,006014

—

—

-0,022

-0,005142

-0,00675

C20,Mna

0,00693

-0,008389

-0,003075

0,01559

0,0869

0,0424

0,03639

0,2678

—

-0,07412

—

C02,Mna

-0,001531

—

—

0,000291

0,0122

—

—

-0,000751

—

—

—

C30,Mna

—

0,001052

0,001018

_

—

-0,000675

-0,000679

—

0,00445

0,007558

0,000597

G.Mna

0,76

0,88

0,87

0,75

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,4

0,7352

0,9222

0,515
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Equibiaxiai tensile test
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Planar (pure shear) tests
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Equibiaxial tensile test
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calculating the last two sets of constants are
preferred- Using four constants only gives close
approximation.

Sections with large elongation ratio show a
good agreement and some nonconformity is found at
the sections with small elongation ratio. As can
be seen from the curves presented, distinction
between initial shear moduli at large elongation
ratio is compensated by availability of
constants at maximum degrees of the first and
second invariants of deformation tensor. At the
same time the initial section is described more
accurately by the curves shear modulus of which
differs from the preset one, equal to 0.4 MPa.

For the material of KAERI bearing the
constants were determined in a similar way.
Figures 1.11-1.14 shows design and experimental
data for the received set of constants

(C10 =0.4 9MPa, C01 =0.167MPa, Cu = -0 . 051MPa,

C20 =0.035MPa, C02 =0.0136MPa. ) .

a. Compressible material.
When the bearing is under operation, thin

rubber layer deformation is limited by boundary
conditions on the face surfaces, and
incompressibility hypothesis gives no way to
describe the physical process adequately.
Moreover, exactly taking compressibility into
account contributes significantly to stresses and
layer deformation.

As to describe the stressed-deformed state of
the compressible elastomers a potential of
elasticity like that depicted in (6) is used, in
which one part is responsible for the
deformation beyond the yield point, and the other

for the volumetric deformation. Here Cy constants

have the values, which had been found for the
potential (5) from the experimental data for the
uniform deformations, under this condition
material compressibility was neglected. Using the
potential (6) the analytical solution of the
problem on specimen volumetric compression



— /Ij — \,A\ - J,

where <p(J) = I Kj (J - l)2i, J =
i

With the expression (11) and the
corresponding experimental data the method of
least squares is used to determine the values of
compressibility modulus. Figure 1.5,1.15 shows
experimental data and design curves for the
materials of ENEA and KAERI bearings {N = 1,2) .
When N = 2 as can be seen from the plot, we have
good coincidence with the results of experiment.
It is to be noted, that change of elastic

constants Qhas no substantial influence on the

value of compressibility modulus. Therefore any
set of constants, found for the potential (5),
can be added with received values of
coefficients Kx and K2 .

Taking into account the limited state of thin
rubber layer and its large area and neglecting
the boundary conditions on the side surface, it
is possible to treat the uniaxial compression of
the bearing as rubber volumetric compression.
Therefore the available data on uniaxial
compression of ENEA bearing were used for
compressibility modulus determination. The
results received are shown in Figure 1.6. As can
be seen, two coefficients in the function which
characterizes the volumetric compression, give a
good agreement with the experiment.

Strain energy function (6) with the values of
coefficients C{. and Kf found was used when

describing a stressed-deformed state of the
multilayered bearing. The calculation results of
ENEA bearing, with the use of all the sets of
constants found, doesn't agree well enough with
the corresponding experimental data for the
bearing model. It is not improbable that during
finding the elastic constants of incompressible
material the data on uniaxial compression of a
filled up rubber specimen, as well as pure shear

A
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of a specimen from the same material should be
considered additionally. For these types of
deformation an analytical solution is available.
However, we have no such experimental data for
the material under consideration.

Comparison of the results, received through
calculation, with the experimental data for a
bearing model permits to make the following
conclusions.

Characteristics of specimens and rubber
material in the bearing differ substantially,
this is probably caused by the "know-how" of
multilayered structure. Therefore the
experimental data stated above for the specimens
are not sufficient for building a model of
bearing behaviour.

As to determine the material constants in a
•finished product, it is worthwhile to carry out
static tests of a bearing fragment for simple
types of load input.

Experimental data indicate, that a stressed-
deformed state of rubber in a bearing has a
substantial damping component. Therefore for
damping constants determination it is required to
carry out elementary tests, for example, such as
system response to a sudden effect, in an
elementary case - step-by-step loading.

1.4. CALCULATION RESULTS

For testing a computer program which
realizes the design technique, calculations for
nonlinear elastic theory problems having an
analytical solution had been performed
previously. The following problems
has been considered /I/:

axial tension (compression) in
incompressible material

i, \\(dW \dW\
1 V Xhdli Idlj

pure shear in compressible material



In the formulae presented ti is used to
designate the major stress corresponding to the
problem, X is used for elongation ratio.

In Figure 1.7 for a 5-constant material
curves are plotted by analytical dependencies and
calculation points are marked.

In addition we had conducted a comparison of
design data for the problem of vertical loading
of a single rubber layer (external diameter -
200mm, diameter of the central opening - 20mm,
thickness - 5mm) with the calculation results
which are presented in the paper /3/ (Fig. 1.10).
For a material model a 5-constant incompressible
material with constants values presented in /3/
was accepted. A good agreement of data has been
received, for example, at 200kH load a vertical
displacement was 95.9 mH in accordance with the
program tested, 97.1 mH according to ABAQUS
program and 105.5 mH according to MARC program.

Force characteristics calculations of ENEA
bearing model has been carried out for all models
of material presented in Table 1. For a group of
models of material (# 1-8 Table 1), the
constants for which were determined from the data
of specimen tests, a substantial distinction
between the design and experimental data is
observed. Maximum error reaches 200%. Results of
calculations with the constants (#9,10),
determined with partial use of experimental data
on a bearing model (compression test) are in
rather poor agreement with the experiment (error
is up to 100%) .

Figures 1.8-1.10 show characteristic curves
for the materials, which constants has been
determined using only experimental data (#11). A
good agreement has been received for the elastic
component (this is natural due to the choice of
constants of material and is not indicative) .
Dissipative properties of the bearing are
described with an error which is large enough.
The reason is, as appear, not in viscous nature
of damping in the bearing. Further it is
necessary to use other models of material (for
example a model of parent material).

For KAERI bearing the design data are
presented in Fig. 1.16,1.17. Fig. 1.16 presents a
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characteristic of the bearing under vertical
loading, Fig. 1.17 - presents a characteristic of
the bearing under horizontal loading.

1.5. CONCLUSION

Design evaluation of force characteristic of HDRB
model has been conducted by a "half-back" method
of nonlinear elastic theory using the continual
transformations method. A satisfactory agreement
of design and experimental data has been
received. At the same time practical importance
of the results decreases substantially due to
the absence of blue-ribbon data for determination
of rubber material constants. The presented test
data for rubber specimens do not reflect real
properties of rubber layers in a bearing
structure. Using the constants received from
these tests in calculations gives a large
discrepancy of design and experimental results.
Obviously it relates to the fact that during
bearing manufacturing under the action ' of
elevated temperature and pressure a substantial
change of molecular structure of layers of
rubber takes place and, as consequence, its
physical properties vary. Therefore for constants
determination experimental data of bearing model
tests were used, which treated (with some degree
of approximation) as characteristics of simple
types of stressed-deformed states. However, such
approach, firstly, permits to determine constants
rather approximately, since the type of
experimental characteristics is influenced by
damping and real conditions of steel and rubber
layers coupling, and, secondly, the results
received in such a manner should not be
generalized on calculations of a full-scale
bearing.

It seems worthwhile as to receive rubber
material constants to carry out not the tests of
models (which are vectorially similar to the
nature), but the tests of bearing fragments.
Under this condition a fragment during its
manufacturing shall pass the technological
process which are identical to the processes of
full-scale specimen manufacturing. As such a



fragment, in our opinion, a cylindrical-shaped
fragment without a central opening with full-
scale thickness of rubber and steel layers can be
used. Under this condition the quantity of
layers shall not necessarily coincide with their
quantity in full-scale bearing. Fragment . test
looadings shall prevent wherever possible the
influence of boundary conditions on the contact
surface of rubber and steel layers. The most
suitable are such loading as torsion and
compression on all sides. In smaller degree a
shear loading is suitable. Tension - compression
tests are necessary only for testing the produced
material models. For independent determination of
elastic and dissipative constants "dynamic"
(cyclic) , static and relaxation test are to be
performed.
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Equibiaxial tensile tests
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2. Characteristics of system design solution

2.1. Seismic isolation device

The seismic isolation device ensures the isolated structure
displacements in any vertical and horizontal direction. The load
capacity of the device is determined by the load capacity of
vertical pneumatic dampers with rubber-cord diaphragm.

General view of the seismic isolation device is presented in
Fig. 2.1 and 2.2.

Seismic isolation device is a unit which contains a central
guiding strut with a supporting element in a telescopic cylinder
shape and five rubber-cord pneumatic dampers located around the
strut. The pneumatic damper casings are fixed on the outer cylin-
der flange of the guiding strut, and the plungers are fixed on the
internal cylinder flange of the guiding strut. In the internal cy-
linder chamber of the central telescopic strut the sixth pneumatic
damper with step force characteristic is located. The main parts
of the pneumatic damper are casing, plunger and rubber-cord diaph-
ragm. Displacement of the pneumatic damper plunger relative to the
casing is followed by roll-over of the rubber-cord diaphragm in
the gap between the casing and the plunger. When the load to the
damper changes its design provides for plunger movement relative
to the casing due to a change of pressure inside the casing and
the elastic properties of the rubber-cord diaphragm. When the
plunger moves in compression of the damper the pressure inside the
casing increases, when the plunger moves in tension - it decrea-
ses.

Normal force of the pneumatic damper (load capacity) is de-
termined by the diaphragm rated pressure and effective area. When
the damper works in compression as a part of seismic isolation de-
vice the plunges of all six pneumatic dampers move thereby ensu-
ring the change of pneumatic damper inner space and pressure. When
working in tension the central pneumatic damper plunger in the
initial position is butted up against the rigid stop inside the
damper and does not participate in the further motion in tension.

Thus, five dampers located around the central strut work in
tension/compression of the seismic isolation device and ensure mo-
notonous force characteristic. The central damper remaining in the



1 - side pneumatic damper with a diaphragm;
2 - base plate;
3 - bracket;
4 - central pneumatic damper with a guiding device;
5 - supporting spherical plate;
6 - embedded piece on the isolated structure;
7 - embedded piece on the superstructure.

Fig. 2.1. Supporting spherical seismic isolation device
with pneumatic dampers.



Fig. 2.2. Supporting spherical seismic isolation device

with pneumatic dampers . Plan.



framework of the basic approach, which is common for all pneumatic
dampers, has some structional peculiarities, which ensure the step
force characteristic of the seismic isolation device.

Seismic isolation device design incorporates five dampers
with monotonous characteristics and one damper with step force
characteristic and permits to create a seismic isolation system,
in which all seismic isolation units display step force characte-
ristic. Thus, this design of isolators ensures free motion of the
superstructure under the action of seismic forces in all directi-
ons (vertical and horizontal) with return to the initial position
when the action is over.

Supporting elements of the central guiding strut are perfor-
med as spherical plates and base plates. • The centers of sphere ra-
diuses are biased relative to the guiding strut axis. Overall di-
mensions of the plates are chosen under the condition that ultima-
te displacements in the horizontal direction are equal to 800 mm.
Due to rotation of the strut along the spherical surfaces of the
base plates the seismic isolated structure moves in the horizontal
direction and horizontal restoring force is brought about.

Principle of the seismic isolation device operation in the
horizontal plane is presented in Fig. 2.3.

Fig. 2.3.

Horizontal restoring force of the seismic isolator

N-a
P =

b
- f\



where N - vertical force, acting on the seismic isolator;
a = fj (r, R, H, x. z);
b = f2 (r, R, H, x, z);
x - displacement of the plane A relative to the plane B in

the horizontal direction;
z - displacement of the plane A relative to the plane B in

the vertical direction;
f~- friction force between the sphere and the plane.

Seismic isolator force characteristic in the horizontal plane
at z=0 is presented in Fig. 2.4.

Spherical supports of the strut are fixed on the base plates
by means of a hinged bar, preventing the spherical plates from
sliding along the base plates.

For the isolated structure to be fixed in the initial positi-
on (in the horizontal plane) a central part of the spherical plate
is flat.

Rubber-cord diaphragm of each pneumatic damper is performed
on the basis of stock-produced rubber-cord diaphragms, which had
undergone a whole cycle of manufacturing, testings and operation
on the production-type objects.

Pneumatic damper is filled with gas (compressed nitrogen) with
the aid of a special device which is to be installed on the damper
filler.

Structure of seismic isolation devices allows to use the
central struts as erection supports.

Technical data on seismic isolation device are listed in
Table 2.1.

All vendor units, which are used in this seismic isolation
device, are designed and produced on industrial enterprises of
Russian Federation.



vertical stiffness

displacement

K v l = 0.54e+12 N/m

K v 2 = 1.63e+08 N/m

S v = 3.2e-04 m

horizontal stiffness

displacement

= 2.50e+ll N/m

= -1.27e+07 N/m

= 1.74e-04 m

rotation

K n = 2.7e+14 N m/rad
Kr2 = 8.1e+10 N m/rad
6 r = 1.0e-05 rad

Fig. 2.4. View of stiffness characteristics



Table 2.1
Technical data on seismic isolation device.

N

1
2
3
4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12

Characteristics

Mass
Load capacity
Overall dimensions
Working stroke:
in vertical direction
in any horizontal
direction
Step force
characteristic value
in vertical direction
in any horizontal
direction
Quantity of
pneumatic dampers
Damper dimensions:
height
diameter
Working gas
Initial volume of gas
in a pneumatic damper
Static pressure in a
pneumatic damper
Dynamic pressure in a
pneumatic damper
Test pressure in a
pneumatic damper

Dimensions

t
KN
m
m

%

pc.

m

-

m3

Pa

Pa

Pa

Value

21
8800

3.5 x 2.5 x 2.4

to ± 0.2
to 0.8

to ± 10

to ± 10

6

1.7
0.78

nitrogen
0.43

62 -105

80 -105

100 -105



2.2. Damping device

In the superstructure seismic isolation system the HD-type
damping devices designed in CKTI VIBROSEISM are used.

Fig. 2.5 presents a damping device of this seismic isolation
system which consists of a casing, filled with viscous service
fluid, a piston and a core, which are immersed in this fluid. To
ensure the characteristics required additional elementsare
installed between the casing and the piston, which in this version
are made as freely-installed thin-walled coaxial cylinders.

In order to prevent foreign matters and media (water, decon-
tamination solutions, etc.) ingress to the fluid an elastic pro-
tective jacket is provided, which is attached to the piston and
casing with the help of clamps. The casing is attached to the ba-
se, and the piston - to the isolated structure, which is to be
protected from dynamic loads at vibrational, seismic or other ef-
fects.

The damper works as follows. Horizontal, vertical and angular
impacts are transferred to the piston and cause viscoelastic de-
formation of the service fluid in the space between core, piston,
thin-walled cylinders and the casing. As a result a damping force
arises which counteracts the piston displacement. Number of addi-
tional elements (thin-walled cylinders) can be changed to achieve
the necessary damping value.

When the height of piston immersion into the service fluid
changes, the core, remaining on the casing bottom, practically do-
es not change the piston operational height.

The damper preserves its efficiency in all directions both at
small and large amplitudes of impacts, which are comparable with
the values of the gaps between the piston and the casing. It per-
mits to allow for horizontal displacements up to 0.8 m.

The dampers ensure the resistance force up to 250 t in all
directions.



liquid

Fig. 2.5. General view of viscous elastic damper.
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2.3. Results of experimental investigations of devices,
recommended for the seismic isolation system under development

Pneumatic damper with rubber-cord diaphragm (Fig. 2.6), which
is similar in design to the damper recommended for SIS, has been
developed by the Special Engineering Design Office (St.Petersburg)
together with research and industrial enterprise "Progress"
(Omsk-city) and is serially produced by Russian industry. The main
technical property of the pneumatic damper is stability of its
elastic force characteristics (Fig. 2.7) under long-term
operation. Stability of the characteristic is ensured by constant
pressure of the service medium (gas) in the preset limits. As the
service gas nitrogen is used in the pneumatic damper.

Pneumatic damper is designed to:
- keep the isolated structure in the initial position during

the service life;
- decrease the isolated structure overloads under the action

of seismic forces to allowable values;
- return the isolated structure to the initial position when

the action is over.
Pneumatic damper has the following technical characteristics:
- operating pressure (under static condition) at temperature

205oC to 62 -105 Pa;
- load capacity under this pressure is ~ 160 tons;
- vertical stroke of the damper:

by compression to 340 mm;
by tension to 370 mm.

Allowable pressure drop in a pneumatic damper, which is allo-
wed for in the step in elastic characteristic, is ~ 5 % of the
initial pressure throughout the whole operation period. Each iso-
lator after being properly tested during manufacturing and
gas-charging is encapsulated and therefore requires no maintenance
during operation. The step in elastic characteristic (Fig. 2.7)
can be ensured both by kinematic properties of the devices,
connecting pneumatic damper and isolated structure, and the
construction of the pneumatic damper itself.

Pneumatic damper leak-tightness and guaranteed operability
without additional filling with nitrogen througout the whole ope-
ration period are ensured by its structure and control and testing



Fig. 2.6. General view of pneumatic damper.
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operations during manufacturing of rubber-cord diaphragm and pneu-
matic damper as a whole.

Pneumatic damper structure has only one unit of possible de-
compression it is the filling branch pipe. The branch pipe is de-
signed for filling the pneumatic damper with compressed gas and
controlling the pressure in it.

Filling the pneumatic damper with nitrogen is produced with
the help of return-type charging valve. Operating position of the
charging valve is a closed one. After filling and controlling the
pressure in situ the filling branch pipe chamber is filled by oil, •
which gives rise to a hydraulic seal.

Control and testing procedure set includes:
- production quality control of rubber-cord diaphragm and
pneumatic damper;

- testings of each diaphragm and stand testings of each pneu-
matic damper under static loading condition and for le-
ak-tightness;

- dynamic testings of a lot of pneumatic dampers;
- periodic monitoring of pneumatic dampers state under opera-

tion.
Production quality control of rubber-cord diaphragm provides
for:
- check of each rubber-cord diaphragm for strength and gas
permeability;

- check of physical-mechanical properties of rubber;
- check of stability of the cord thread spacings;
- check of rubber-cord diaphragm exterior view and dimensions.

From any batch of 20 pieces one damper to be chosen at random is
tested. Thicknesses of rubber-cord diaphragm walls and strength
reserve factor (up to rupture) of the rubber-cord diaphragm and
its boundary zones are to be checked.

Pneumatic damper workmanship in whole is ensured by:
- technological process which provides for step-by-step le-

ak-check of each welded joint and check of each intermediate as-
sembly strength, leak-check is carried out by helium leak detec-
ting method;

- hydraulic pressure tests of each pneumatic damper for
strength;

- leak-check of each pneumatic damper by mass spectrometry



method with determination of its actual loss of leak-tightness in
sm3 /hour (g/hour);

- testings of each pneumatic damper on the static stand with
provision of its compression and tension in full working strokes
(displacements) (Fig. 2.8);

- testings of several pneumatic dampers from the amount pro-
duced within a year period on a dynamic stand (Fig. 2.9).

Monitoring of pneumatic dampers state in situ is carried out
on the basis of isolated structure position study, as well as by
visual inspections under the scheduled maintenance procedure.

A number of special investigations and testings preceded the
elaboration of technological process of production-type manufactu-
ring of pneumatic dampers. These investigations were carried out
in order to forecast damper operability under long-term operation.
They include periodic monitoring of the state of a rubber-cord di-
aphragm installed in experimental demountable pneumatic damper.

A comprehensive qualification of manufacturing and testing
technology made reliability and operability of pneumatic dampers
very high. It is confirmed by operational experience of producti-
on-type pneumatic dampers within ~ 20 years.

More than 1000 pneumatic dampers had been manufactured on the
production-type basis with no operational failures or unsatisfac-
tory equipment reports.

Acceptance characteristics of each produced pneumatic damper
are:

- smooth plunger displacement in working stroke under static
loading of a pneumatic damper (Fig. 2.10);

- leak-tightness, determined by mass-spectrometer control
method, which is not to be lower than that prescribed for the pne-
umatic damper. The permissible loss of leak-tightness is determi-
ned on the basis of allowable gas leakage throughout the service
life of the device.

Under this control technique conditions it is possible to
test encapsulated pneumatic dampers for leakage by means of quan-
titative estimation of nitrogen mass, which leaks due to faults in
the protective pneumatic damper coating into leak-proof chamber.

Acceptance characteristics of the pneumatic dampers, subjec-
ted to dynamic testings, are as follows:

- absolute vibration damping of the isolated structure in a
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time that doesn't exceed 8 sec. under dynamic loading of a pneuma-
tic damper;

- providing for the required total leak-tightness after dyna-
mic testings.

During factory dynamic testings a pneumatic damper is subjec-
ted to dynamic loading at the rate 3 m/s on impact testing machine
(Fig. 2.11) at least 7 times with subsequent leak-check.

Statistic data on the leak-tightness control of pneumatic
dampers testifies, that actual loss of leak-tightness for all the
pneumatic dampers produced does not exceed 50 % of the prescribed
value regardless of the year of production. This testifies the re-
liability of technological process of pneumatic dampers manufactu-
ring and quality control.

Forms of vibration oscillograms received at dynamic loading
of pneumatic dampers with step force characteristic are shown in
Fig. 2.11.

During their service life the pneumatic dampers are under
compressed nitrogen pressure. The value of rated (static) pressure
is 53-62 kgf/sm2. Allowable pressure drop in a pneumatic damper
throughout its service life makes up 50% of the static pressure.
Under operation conditions provision is made for repeated pneuma-
tic dampers dynamic loading by compression and tension in full
working strokes (displacements). Under this condition each loading
is characterized by absolute vibration damping. In-service pneuma-
tic dampers state monitoring is performed remotely with the help
of sensors, which fix changes in the setting position of the iso-
lated structure. Pressure control in the operating chamber of pne-
umatic dampers is carried out:

- during the filling procedure before the acceptance testings
on the manufacturing plant;

- after installation at the site;
- after the expiry of warranty period of pneumatic damper

operation. At present the warranty period of pneumatic damper ope-
ration is more than 20 years and can be prolonged on the basis of
special investigation results.

These investigations include:
- dynamic and static loading of the demounted pneumatic dam-

pers with expired warranty period on the manufacturing plant
stands;



x, cm

Fig. 2.11. Vibration damping of the isolated structure simulator
under dynamic loading of pneumatic dampers with step
force characteristic.



- control of their leak-tightness by mass-spectrometer met-
hod;

- removal (Fig. 2.12) and investigation of rubber-cord
diaphragm, including:

- fault detection of the diaphragm;
- X-ray inspection of the diaphragm;
- gas permeability testing;
- testing for determination of the diaphragm reserve strength

factor;
- determination of physical-mechanical indices for the diaph-

ragm.
Investigations of leak-tightness of a series of pneumatic

dampers after 20-year operation under static dynamic testings have
shown that their actual loss of leak-tightness practically had not
changed and does not exceed 50% of the prescribed value.



Fig. 2.12. Machine cutting



3. RESULTS OF FULL-SCALE TESTING OF A SEISMIC
ISOLATED STRUCTURE

Within 1997 full-scale experimental
investigations of a full-scale fragment of WER-640
reactor building low-frequency seismic isolation
system had been performed.

General view of a seismic isolation system
fragment, installed on the shake table, is shown in
Fig. 3.1.The testing fragment consists of 2-story
metal construction. The dimensions of this
construction are about 22.0*6.0*7.0 m. Elastic and
inertial construction parameters has been choosing
similar to real building characteristics. Full-scale
seismic isolators with 30% filling of the cassette
assembly (2 devices from 6) had been used in the
system. Principal view of the seismic isolation
devices on the shake table is shown in Fig. 2.6.

For prediction calculations of the behaviour
of seismic isolation system under the input which
simulates seismic ground motions, a simplified
design model of the isolated facility has been
used.

The object itself was simulated with elastic
beam, supported on the nonlinear isolation devices.
Force characteristics of the isolators are shown in
Fig. 2.4. The data on geometrical, inertial and
stiffness characteristics of the isolated facility
are presented in Fig. 3.2.

Figures 3.3 - 3.7 present the test results of a
full-scale fragment of the seismic isolation system
under various conditions. Figures 3.3 - 3.5 show the
accelerogramms of the seismic stand and the isolated
facility motion as well as the response spectra which
correspond them under excitation of natural
oscillations of the system in horizontal direction due
to nonzero entry conditions for the position.

Figures 3.6, 3.7 present the similar results
of seismic isolation system testings under
excitation of vertical system motion due to
explosive methods.

In 1998 we plan to carry out further seismic
isolation system testings under various loading
conditions and taking into account variations of
dissipative and elastic characteristics of the
system.



Fig. 3.1. General view of the testing construction.
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A Predictive Model for the Stiffness and Damping
Properties of Fiber-Reinforced Bearings

1. Introduction £zI.SL,£?. CJ

Seismic isolation technology in the United States today is applied almost entirely to large,

expensive buildings housing sensitive internal equipment. Examples are computer centers, chip

fabrication factories, emergency operation centers, and hospitals. The isolators used in these

applications are large, expensive, and heavy. An individual isolator can weight around 1 ton and

often more. To extend this valuable earthquake-resistant strategy to housing and commercial

buildings, it is necessary to reduce the cost and weight of the isolators. The primary weight in an

isolator is in the reinforcing steel plates used to provide the vertical stiffness of the rubber-steel

composite element. A typical rubber isolator has two large end-plates [around 1 in. (25 mm)

thick] and 20 thin reinforcing plates [around 3 mm (1/8 in.) thick). The high cost of producing the

isolators results from the labor involved in preparing the steel plates and laying-up the rubber

sheets and steel plates for vulcanization bonding in a mold. The steel plates have to be cut, sand-

blasted, acid cleaned, and coated with bonding compound. Next, the compounded rubber sheets

with the interleaved steel plates are put into a mold and heated under pressure for several hours to

complete the manufacturing process. The purpose of this research is to suggest that both the

weight and the cost of isolators can be reduced by eliminating the steel reinforcing plates and

replacing them with a fiber reinforcement.

The reduction in weight is possible as fiber materials are available with an elastic stiffness

that is of the same order as steel, thus the reinforcement needed to provide the vertical stiffness

can be obtained by a similar volume of very much lighter material. The reduction in cost may be

possible if the use of fiber allows a simpler, less labor-intensive manufacturing process. It is also

possible that the current approach of vulcanization under pressure in a mold with steam heating

can be replaced by microwave heating in an autoclave.

Another advantage to using fiber reinforcement is that it would then be possible to build the

isolators in long rectangular strips, whereby individual isolators could be cut to the required size.

In current use all isolators are either circular or square in the mistaken belief that for the isolation

system for a building to be isotropic, it needs to be made of isolators with a symmetrical shape.

Rectangular isolators in the form of long strips would have distinct advantages over square or cir-

cular isolators when applied to buildings for which the lateral resisting system is made up of

walls. When isolation is applied to buildings with structural walls, additional wall beams are
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needed to carry the wall from isolator to isolator. A strip isolator would have a distinct advantage

for the retrofitting of masonry structures and for residential housing constructed from concrete or

masonry blocks.

In modeling the isolator reinforced with steel plates, the plates are assumed to be inexten-

sional and rigid in flexure. The fiber reinforcement is made up of many individual fibers grouped

in strands and coiled into a cord of submillimeter diameter. The cords are more flexible in tension

than the individual fibers, so that it is possible that they may stretch when the bearing is loaded by

the weight of a building. On the other hand, they are completely flexible in bending, so that the

assumption that is made when modeling current isolators—that plane sections remain plane—no

longer holds. In fact, when a fiber reinforced isolator is loaded in shear, a plane cross section

becomes curved. This leads to an unexpected advantage in the use of fiber reinforcement. When

the bearing is displaced in shear, the tension in the fiber bundle, acting on the curvature of the

reinforcing sheet caused by the shear, produces a frictional damping due to individual strands in

the fiber bundle slipping against each other. This energy dissipation in the reinforcement adds to

that of the elastomer. In fact, recent tests show that this energy dissipation is larger than that of the

elastomer. Therefore, when designing a fiber reinforced isolator for which a specified level of

damping is required, it is not necessary to use elaborate compounding to provide the damping, but

to use the additional damping from the fiber.

The calculation of the vertical stiffness of a steel reinforced bearing is based on an approxi-

mate analysis that assumes that each individual pad in the bearing deforms in such as way that

horizontal planes remain horizontal and points on a vertical line lie on a parabola after loading.

The plates are assumed to constrain the displacement at the top and bottom of the pad. Linear

elastic behavior with incompressibility is assumed, with the additional assumption that the normal

stress components are approximated by the pressure. This leads to the well-known "pressure solu-

tion", which is generally accepted as an adequate approximate approach for calculating the verti-

cal stiffness. I will show that the extensional flexibility of the fiber reinforcement can be

incorporated into this approach, and that predictions of the resulting vertical stiffness can be

made.

The horizontal stiffness and buckling of the elastomeric isolator with steel reinforcing plates

is modeled by an equivalent beam theory in which a bearing with many discrete pads is replaced

by a continuous composite beam with plane sections normal to the undeformed axis assumed to

remain plane but not normal to the deformed axis, reflecting the very low shear stiffness of the

model and the flexural rigidity of the steel reinforcement. When the reinforcement is perfectly

flexible in bending, the beam model has to be extended to permit the warping of the cross section.
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As a preliminary step in constructing the appropriate model for the isolator, a beam theory is

developed here for a linear elastic beam that parallels the familiar strength-of-materials approach

to beam theory, but includes a new displacement variable that measures the warping of the section

and uses a warping shape function that uncouples the warping of the section from the axial defor-

mation and the rotation. For the rectangular cross section, this function is a Legendre polynomial.

Linear elastic behavior is assumed. A stress field is derived from the strains in terms of the

displacement variables and stress resultants are defined. These include the usual axial force, bend-

ing moment and shear, plus two additional resultants associated with the warping. These result-

ants are related back to the kinematic variables by a set of sectional elastic constants. Since we

have no intuitive feeling for the equilibrium of these additional resultants, the sectional equations

of equilibrium are obtained by formal integration of the equations of stress equilibrium across the

section.

The resultant set of differential equations is applied to the problem of a beam loaded by end

shears. To study the buckling behavior of the beam with warping included, the equations of stress

equilibrium are written in the deformed configuration and integrated through the thickness to

develop the appropriate equations in terms of the resultants.

For the usual type of beam, the warping of the cross section has very little influence on the

mechanical behavior and the stability of the beam, but it can have a large influence on an isolator,

which is a short beam with very low shear stiffness. When flexible reinforcement is used, it is

possible that it could reduce the horizontal stiffness and the buckling load. The modeling of the

isolator by beam theory is complicated by the fact that the normal stresses in the rubber are given

by the so-called pressure solution. For example, the axial stress across the section is parabolic and

the bending stress cubic, so that the selection of a warping shape function that uncouples the

warping resultants from the axial load and the bending moment needs to take the pressure solution

into account. Such a warping shape function is found, and the resultant theory follows that for the

beam. Predictions of the effect of the flexibility of the reinforcement on the horizontal stiffness

and the buckling load of the isolator are made.

The theoretical analyses of vertical and horizontal stiffnesses and the buckling of the fiber

reinforced isolator have been supplemented by some experimental work, and while the tests are

still in progress, they seem to indicate that the concept has practical value. While reduced from

the steel reinforced equivalent, adequate vertical stiffness and stability can be obtained.

There has been much discussion recently on "smart" rubber bearings and "intelligent" base

isolation systems as the new thrust in seismic isolation research. While there may be a role for
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these adaptive systems for large expensive buildings in highly seismic areas, the development of

lightweight, low-cost isolators is crucial if this method of seismic protection is to be applied to a

wide range of buildings, such as housing, schools, and medical centers, in earthquake-prone areas

of the world.

2. Vertical Stiffness of Fiber Reinforced Bearings

The essential characteristic of the elastomeric isolator is the very large ratio of the vertical

stiffness relative to the horizontal stiffness. This is produced by the reinforcing plates, which in

current industry standard are thin steel plates. These plates prevent lateral bulging of the rubber,

but allow the rubber to shear freely. The vertical stiffness can be several hundred times the hori-

zontal stiffness. The steel reinforcement has a similar effect on the resistance of the isolator to

bending moments, usually referred to as the "tilting stiffness". This makes the isolator stable

against large vertical loads and is an important design quantity.

2.1 Compression of Pad with Rigid Reinforcement

Before developing the solution for the flexible reinforcement, it is useful to review the theory

for the rigid reinforcement. A linear elastic theory is the most common method used to predict the

compression and the tilting stiffness of a thin elastomeric pad. The first analysis of the compres-

sion stiffness was done using an energy approach by Rocard [1]; further developments were made

by Gent and Lindley [2] and Gent and Meinecke [3]. The theory given here is a simplified version

of these analyses and is applicable to bearings with shape factors greater than around five.

The analysis is an approximate one based on a number of assumptions. The kinematic

assumptions are as follows:

(i) points on a vertical line before deformation lie on a parabola after loading

(ii) horizontal planes remain horizontal

We consider an arbitrarily-shaped pad of thickness t and locate a rectangular Cartesian coordinate

system, (x, y,z),in the middle surface of the pad, as shown in Fig. 2.1a. Figure 2.1b shows the

displacements, (u, v, w) in the coordinate directions under assumptions (i) and (ii):
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u{x,y,z) = uo(x,y)\l--j-

, f̂̂  4z2\ (2.1)
v(x, y, z) - vo(x, y)\ 1 - — I

w(x,y,z) = w(z)

This displacement field satisfies the constraint that the top and bottom surfaces of the pad are

bonded to rigid substrates. The assumption of incompressibility produces a further constraint on

the three components of strain, £xx, &yy, £.z , in the form

exx + eyy + ea = 0 (2.2)

and this leads to

• w , = 0

where the commas imply partial differentiation with respect to the indicated coordinate. When

integrated through the thickness this gives

3A

where the change of thickness of the pad is A (A > 0 in compression).

The stress state is assumed to be dominated by the internal pressure, p, such that the normal

stress components, TXX, x , izz, differ from -p only by terms of order (t2/l2)p , i.e.,

where / is a typical dimention of the pad. The shear stress components, ixz and iyz, which are

generated by the constraints at the top and bottom of the pad, are assumed to be of order (t/l)p ;

the in-plane shear stress, xxy, is assumed to be of order (t2/l2)p .

The equations of equilibrium for the stresses
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reduce under these assumptions to

xxx x + xxzz ~ °
' (2.4)

Assuming that the material is linearly elastic, then shear stresses xX2 and x are related to the shear

strains, yxz and yyz, by

xxz =

with G being the shear modulus of the material; thus,

From the equilibrium equations, therefore,

SGu0 SGv0

—p- ' xyy,y = —^~

which when inverted to give uQ, v0 and inserted into the incompressibility condition, gives

t2 3A

and this in turn, by identifying both ixx and iyy as -p, reduces to

^2 12GA 12G / o p ,
P^x + Pj'y = V P = ~ - 7 3 - = -—£c (2-8>

where s c = - is the compression strain. The boundary condition, p = 0, on the perimeter, C, of

the pad completes the system for p{x, y).

The vertical stiffness of a rubber bearing is given by the formula
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K -Kr-
r

where A is the area of the bearing, tr is the total thickness of rubber in the bearing, and Ec is the

instantaneous compression modulus of the rubber-steel composite under the specified level of

vertical load. The value of Ec for a single rubber layer is controlled by the shape factor, S, defined

as

<-, _ loaded area
free area

which is a dimensionless measure of the aspect ratio of the single layer of the elastomer. For

example, in an infinite strip of width 2b, and with a single layer thickness of t, S = - , and for a

circular pad of diameter <j> and thickness t,

* ~ 4i

and for a square pad of side a and thickness t,

To determine the compression modulus, Ec, we solve for p and integrate over A to determine

the resultant normal load, P; Ec is then given by

Ec - £c (2.9)

where A is the area of the pad.

For example, for an infinite strip of width 2b (see Fig. 2.2), Eq. (2.8) reduces to

^2 d2p 12G
dx2 t2

which, with/J = 0 at x -±b gives
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and in this case the load per unit length of the strip, P, is given by

b

p = tpdx =

-b
t2

Since the shape factor, S = - , and the area per unit length is A = 2b,

Ec = -f- = 4G52 (2J0)

2.2 Compression Stiffness with Flexible Reinforcement

Developing the solution for the compression of a pad with rigid reinforcement is algebra-

ically simple enough to be treated in two dimensions and for an arbitrary shape. The problem for

the pad with flexible reinforcement is more complicated, however; for simplicity, the derivation

will be developed for a long, rectangular strip. As before, the rubber is assumed incompressible

and the pressure is assumed to be the dominant stress component. The kinematic assumption of

quadratically variable displacement is supplemented by an additional displacement that is con-

stant through the thickness and is intended to accommodate the stretching of the reinforcement.

Thus

u{x,z) = U o ( x ) ( l - — ) . . i v , ^^^

w(x,z) = w(z)

The constraint of incompressibility means

zxx + &zz = 0

leading to

= 0

Integration through the thickness with respect to z leads to
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The only equation of stress equilibrium in this case is xxx x + xxz z = 0, and the assumption of

elastic behavior means that

xxz = Gyxz (2.13)

which with

fromEq. (2.11), gives

8Gw0
Txx,x ~ t2

The individual fibers are replaced by an equivalent sheet of reinforcement of thickness zy. The

internal force, F(x), per unit width of the equivalent reinforcing sheet is related to the shear

stresses on the top and bottom of the pad by

dx Tx

as shown in Fig. 2.3

From Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) we have

Z - L XZK~-L
2 2

T
8G« 0 _ 8GuQ

X~' L = ~2TXZ t It ' *Z
2 = 2" ^ Z = ~2

giving

8Gu
?f = (2.15)
dx t

The extensional strain in the reinforcement e^ is related to the stretching force through the elastic

modulus of the reinforcement E* and the thickness zy such that

(2J6)
Eftf
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which when combined with Eq. (2.15), gives

8G
ul,xx - -TrT~tU0

The complete system of equations is

8Gu

2?

Ul-» ~ ' Eftft°

with boundary conditions or symmetric conditions as follows:

«o(°) = 0
ux(0) = 0

xxx(±b) = 0

F(±b) = 0

Furthermore, the assumption that

gives

b

[i^dx = -P

-b

where P is the resultant load per unit length on the bearing.

Combining Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) to eliminate uQ, gives

- —u 12G . A
l'xxx EAA l'x EAA t

We define a2 = YIG/EAA , leading to

5/20/98
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11

«1 = A + B coshax + C sinhax +—x

Symmetry suggests that A = 0, B = 0, giving

= Csinhax + -.

From Eq. (2.16) we have

tfU, _ = EftJ aC cosh ax+ -}
j i>x \ tjF =

which with F = 0 on x - ±b leads to

A ( sinhcu
ctcoshocZ?

. v _ 3 A sinhoa:
U°{X) ~ 2 7 acosha^

Also, using Eq. (2.17) and the boundary condition xxx - 0 at x = ±& gives

_ _ A Ef*f L _ coshccx
%xx t t { ~ coshaZ?,

The pressure assumption gives

P 2 \ ( i ^ d x
t J V. cosha^ t

o
2Eftf A

= - ^ - ^ ( a 6 - t a n h a 6 ) -

which can be interpreted as an effective compression modulus, Ec, given by

(221)c A A t v cub J

There are two extreme cases that can be used to verify the accuracy of these results. When a -> 0,
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i.e., Ef —> °°, we have with

12

x3 2x
tanhx = x - — + —•

1 -

<x3&3
- _

Thus as a —> 0, £ c -» 4G52 as before. The formula also shows that

Ec < 4GS2

for all finite values of

On the other hand, if a —» °°, we get Ec —> Ej - . This is harder to interpret, but it comes

from the fact that a —> °° is equivalent to G —> °°, i.e., the deformation is uniform, as shown in

Fig. 2.11. Coupled with incompressibility, we have

e / = 7

The work done by load P is -PA, and the strain energy of the reinforcement is -1 2bt*

Equating the two gives

P = (£ /2&r //r
2)A

or

Eftf

The effect of the elasticity of the reinforcement on the various quantities of interest can be
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illustrated by a few examples. We normalize the compression modulus, Ec, by dividing by 4GS2 ,

giving from Eq. (2.21)

_ 3 fl-tanhqff
AGS2 a2b2{ ab

which is shown in Fig. 2.5 for 0 <> ab ^ 5, showing how the stiffness decreases with decreasing

Ef. The distribution of the pressure for various values ab from ab = 0,corresponding to

Ef = °° (the steel pressure solution), to ab = 3 , corresponding to very flexible reinforcement is

shown in Fig. 2.6. The displacement pattern for the reinforcement and for the force in the

reinforcement for these values of ab are shown in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8. As the reinforcement becomes

more flexible, the displacement tends to almost linear in x and the force is almost constant.

An alternative way to look at the effect of the reinforcement is to note that the important

parameter is the normalized reinforcement stiffness

Eftft Yl

Gb2 a2b2

The pattern of the overall compression modulus, Ec, in terms of this is shown in Fig. 2.9.

Several samples of fiber reinforced bearings were constructed to verify if the approach was

practical, and they were tested in compression. These bearings were 12 in. in diameter, either 4 in.

or 6 in. thick, and reinforced by twisted strands of Kevlar. The quantity and elastic modulus of this

reinforcement corresponded to a value of A, of around 50, representing a very stiff reinforcement.

The force displacement curves for the four tests are shown in Fig. 2.10.

The bearings were handmade.The top and bottom surfaces were not very flat, and the rein-

forcement was not taut before loading, causing significant run-in before the bearings began to

develop vertical stiffness. The vertical stiffnesses show a certain amount of scatter, reflecting the

amateurish method of construction, but the average effective modulus, Ec, is 49 ksi, which with a

steel reinforced bearing and a rubber modulus of 100 psi, would mean a shape factor of 9. Clearly,

these bearings prove that it is relatively easy to match the stiffness of a typical steel bearing with

fiber reinforcement.
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2.3 Tilting Stiffness with Rigid Reinforcement

The tilting stiffness is computed using a similar argument as before. The displaced configura-

tion, however, is obtained in two stages. First we visualize a deformation, shown dotted in Fig.

2.11, which is what would occur if the bending conformed to elementary beam theory. Since this

cannot satisfy the incompressibility constraint, a further pure shear deformation is superimposed.

The displacement field is given by

( 4z^\ z2

u(x,y,z) = uo(x,y)\l- — \ - 6 -

v(x, y, z) = vo(*. y)(l - ^ (2.22)

, % Qzxw(x,y,z) = —

Here, 8 is the angle between the rigid plates in the deformed configuration and the bending is about

the y-axis. The radius of curvature, p , generated by the deformation is related to 0 by

1 = 8
P ~t

The incompressibility condition [Eq. (2.2)] when integrated through the thickness becomes

The shear stresses, ixz, iyz, are given by

-

SGz
•—"o

SGz

and substitution into the equations of equilibrium gives

"0 = -

which with the incompressibility condition leads to
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= P.n + Pjy = ^ (2^)

withj? = 0 on the edges.

For the example of the infinite strip 2b wide, shown in Fig. 2.11, we have

126GJC
PJCX ~ t3

or

The resultant moment, M, is given by

,, c , 8QGb ,~ _,..
M = -\pxdx = — (2.25)

-b

ElIf we compare this with the usual bending equation for a beam, namely, M = —, where /

would be the moment of inertia of a beam cross-section with the shape of the pad, and identify E

2 b 2£<:& 3 2b3

by Ez - 4GS , where 5 = - , then El = ———. Thus the effective / for the strip is -r-r • This

reduction is caused by the fact that the pressure distribution varies cubically across the width of

the strip, whereas in a beam, the stress distribution would be linear.

2.4 Tilting Stiffness with Flexible Reinforcement

The derivation of the tilting stiffness starts with the addition of the stretching term u^x) to

the displacement assumption of Eq. (2.22), giving

u(x,z) = UQ(X)\1-—J+U1(X)-Q—
1 (2.26)

, . Qzxw(x,z) = —

As before, the curvature 1/p = Q/t

5/20/98
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Incompressibility and integration across the thickness leads to

+ lu - 3Qx

Combining the shear stress-strain relation with the equation of stress equilibrium gives

xxx, x = ~Tu0 > anc^' ̂  before, the force in the reinforcement is given by

dF
dx

leading to

SG
ul,xx

The complete system of equations is

SGun

xx, x *2 ' ±^) = 0 (2.27)

2ui.x = ~Ttx (228)

t

and the resulting solutions with a2 = YIG/EAA are

a

8G a f Usinhaftab

F{x) = Eftfuhx ; F(±b) = 0 (2.30)

Eliminating u0 as before, we get

12G 12G 0X
{231)

5/20/98
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F(x) = EAf — -r-:—r - 7 (2.34)
J f t Vsinhaft b)

X7 * 6^ /sinhcxx x\ ,_ __.
= -Eftf — - — — - - - (2.35)

1ft I sinha^ b)

The effective bending stiffness is calculated from

b

M = jxxxxdx

-b

which after much algebra is

»r fy tf a ( a2b2 ab \
I\A — J J f - i / l 1 1 - 1 - I

6Gt \ 3 tanha^J

giving

2L
e/t

When Ef -» °°, we have a —> 0, and using

we have

6G \Eftft) 45

as expected.
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2.5 Extension to Variable Deflection Pattern

The basic pressure solution with rigid reinforcement is correct to within the kinematic and

stress assumptions made in the derivation. The two strain functions in the case of the rigid rein-

forcement that form the right hand sides of Eqs. (2.8) and (2.23), namely - = ec and -x are ade-

quate for the prediction of the response of an isolator to horizontal shear and to the analysis of the

stability of the isolator. When the reinforcement is perfectly flexible in bending, it is necessary to

extend the Eqs. (2.8) and (2.23) to a variable deflection pattern w(x, y) .

Since the individual pads are thin compared with their width and the variation in the displace-

ment in the lateral direction is small, it will be assumed that the displacement A and Qx can be

replaced by w, so that the pressure solution in this case is given by

12G
w(x,y)

Z,w

X,u

Z,w

I { • * • • ( • I -
JA/2 X,u

(b)

Figure 2.1 Constrained rubber pad and coordinate system
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dy=l

Figure 2.2 Infinitely long rectangular pad showing dimensions

/

\

4

I

' t/2

til

\ ^

^ Txz F(x)
/

/

Figure 2.3 Force in equivalent sheet of reinforcement
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Figure 2.5 Normalized effective compression modulus as a function of
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Figure 2.6 Pressure distributions for various values of ab
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Figure 2.7 Displacement pattern for fiber reinforcement for various values of ab
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Figure 2.8 Normalized force pattern in reinforcement
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Figure 2.11 Pad in pure flexure

3. Shearing Deformations of Isolators with Reinforcement with No
Flexural Rigidity

3.1 Beam Theory with Warping Deformation Included

The following section is concerned with the modeling of an isolator with fiber reinforcement

that is undergoing lateral (shear) deformation. It is assumed that the vertical load has been applied

to the isolator and the reinforcement is in tension. It is also assumed that shear deformation will

produce no change in the tension in the reinforcement, but that the reinforcement is perfectly flex-

ible in bending.

The isolator is modeled as a continuous composite beam made up of many pads of elasto-

meric material. To differentiate the beam theory analysis from the previous analysis, we use a dif-

ferent coordinate system and different notation. Coordinate x^ will denote distance along the

beam, and x2 and x3 the principal directions of the beam cross-section; indicial notation o^- and

e,y will be used for the stresses and strains in the beam.

Before developing a theory for the isolator with flexible reinforcing plates, it is useful to

develop the theory for a simple beam of rectangular cross-section and to obtain the response of

this beam model to simple shear. The theory could be extended to arbitrary cross-sections, albeit
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with a considerable increase in algebraic complexity, but for the purpose of illustration the rectan-

gular section is adequate. The geometry of the beam is shown in Fig. 3.1

The deformation of the beam is characterized by four displacement variables, u, v, \\r and (j>,

all of which are functions of x-^. The displacement field, (uv u2) , shown in Fig. 3.2, is taken to

be

u2 =

The function -y is the average angle of rotation of the section and <j> is the measure of the

warping of the section. The functions u and v are the displacement of the middle surface in the xl

and x2 directions. It is convenient to select the function fw(.x2) to be orthogonal to both 1 and x2

so that no rotation of the section is produced by fw(x2) I thus the product (j)/w can be identified as

the deviation from a planar displacement field, or in other words, the warping of the section.

The appropriate form of fw(x2) for the rectangular section is

The selection of fw(x2) to be dimensionless means the warping function, ^(x{), has units of

displacement. The resulting strains are

e u = u' - Mf'x2 + Vfw

2s12 = ( v ' - ¥ ) + <)>/; (33)

and assuming elastic behavior, the stresses become

EVfw(x2)on = Eu' -

o12 = G(v' -

We define a set of stress resultants by
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N = \oudA

A

M = -

A

Q = J/w(*2)C Tii^ (35)
A

V =

A

The resultants are related to the kinematic variables by

N = EAu'

M = EIY (3-6>

Q =

and

V =

R =

where

A = jdA = 2h

= thi

)dA = — A3 f5_Sj

= jX'C^A = |
A

C = JVH/(*2 25/z
A
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Substitution back into the stress equations gives

N M Q r , s

°li = 4-7*2+7/^*2

CV-BR BV-AR

The equilibrium equations for the stress resultants are derived from the equilibrium equations for

the stress, namely

11)1 12 '2 - n (3J0)

Integrating the first through the thickness and assuming zero external shear on x2 = ih leads to

N' = 0 (3.11)

Multiplying the first by x2 and integrating gives

M' + V = 0 (3.12)

and multiplying the first by fw(x2) and integrating through the thickness gives

Q'-R = 0 (3.13)

Finally, integrating the second equation of equilibrium through the thickness gives

V' + q = 0 (3.14)

where q(x) is the external load per unit length on the beam.

When the resultants are replaced by the kinematic variables, we have

Ely" + GA(V + y) + GB§ = 0 (3.15)

GA(y' + \|/)' + GBty = -q (3.16)

Y' - GB(v' + y) - GC$ = 0 (3.17)

The problem to which we intend to apply these equations is that of a beam under end shears,

V, with constraints against rotation and warping at each end as shown in Fig. 3.3. The problem is
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clearly anti-symmetric in displacement v and symmetric in \|/ and <t>. The shear force is constant

throughout the beam and the moment is

M = -Vx (3.18)

The equations for the displacement variables, v, \jr and §, reduce to

/ = -Vx (3.19)

+ GB$ = V (3.20)

' - GB(\' + v ) - GC§ = 0 (3.21)

From Eq. (3.20) we have

B V
v ' + v = -T<t> + 7TT (322)

and this inserted into Eq. (3.21) gives

EJGAty' - [GAGC - (GB)2]$ = GBV (3.23)

The alternative form in terms of (v' - \|/) is

EJGA{\' - v)" + [GAGC - {GB)2]{v' - y) = -GCV (3.24)

The solutions for these are

and

where

c c
v' - \|/ = D-, coshcox:, V

1 1 GAGC-(GB)2

2 GAGC-(GB)2

and where C1 and Dx are related through Eq. (3.22) as
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C V B (r , B V\ V

i.e.,

The boundary conditions at *]_ = ±1 require that both \y and <j) vanish and this determines

that

(3.25;
! A C - B

and

GA U c - 5 2 AC - B2 coshco/

From Eq. (3.19) we have

V x\

and since v(±/) = 0

W = ^(i2-4) (327)

To complete the solution we substitute for y in Eq. (3.26) and integrate giving

v 2El{1 l • x-
v

2El{1 l 3) U C - 5 2 c o coshco/ AC-B2 V GA

where we have set v(0) = 0 to maintain the anti-symmetry of the solution for v(xj) . The

deflections at each end are ±5 where

c W3
 + VI ( AC B2 tanhco

3EI GA KAC-B2 AC-B2 co/

For the rectangular section considered here
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AC _ 6
AC-B2 5

and

B2
 = 1

AC-B2 5

so that if we suppress the warping by setting EJ —> °°, i.e., § everywhere zero, then co/ -» 0 , and

5 5 , the part of 5 due to shear, becomes

On the other hand, to model the case when there is no restraint on the warping at the end of the

beam, the warping stiffness EJ is set to zero, then

which corresponds to the usual theory of shear deformation in beams. Furthermore, if (j) is not

constrained and either EJ —» 0 or alternatively §" —> 0 , then

and

a12

which with Eq. (3.10) gives

Thus, if the effect of the warping is not included, the solution reduces to the standard beam theory

with shear deformation included. The influence of the constraint of the warping depends on the

parameter co/, which is given by
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_ 35G I2

E h2

It follows that co is likely to be large and the solution for fyix^) near ^ = ±/ can be written as

We can define a penetration length / for the distance over which the constraint of the warping is

important by setting colp = 1, which gives I » h/3.5. Clearly this means that the constraint of

the warping is of no significance in normal beams. The effective E in isolators is of the order of

several hundred times G and, in such cases, the constraint of the warping at the ends will be

effective over much larger distances from the ends.

3.2 Extension of Theory to Isolator

It is clear from the analysis of the warping of the short beam that the selection of a warping

function, fw , that permits the uncoupling of the constitutive equations for bending moment M and

warping resultant Q, is extremely convenient. To achieve this for an isolator when the stress in the

axial direction is obtained from

2 ^ (3.28)

which is the extension of the basic pressure solution for the eiastomeric pad to variable vertical

displacement w(x, y) . Eq. (3.28) by replacingp by - a n and — by e n , we need to select fw(x2)

such that

is independent of <j>(*i) and
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is independent of w(xi) when ou is given by

and with this we have

from which

The equation for cru becomes

d2 _ UG

and with an = 0 atx
2 - ±h this leads to

35

n (3.29)

A suitable selection of fw(x2) is

(3-31)

u2 = v(xx) (3.32)

(X2 3 X2

With the previous definitions of M and Q this leads to

= ^~-hu' = EAu? (3.34)
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M = T ~ / I V = Ely* (3.35)

and

Q = H l ^ ' = EJV (3-36)

We calculate the other resultants from

obtaining as before

V = GA(v' - \|0 + G5<j> (3-37)

R = G S ( v ' - \ | 0 + GC<|> C-5-3SJ

where now

(3.39)

(3.40)

(3.41)

The structure of the theory for non-buckling problems is now exactly the same as before with

the values of the nominal El and EJ being given in terms of G and the shape factor of a single

layer, hit, which may be quite large.

For the pure shear of an isolator in the absence of vertical load, the characteristic length of

penetration of the restraint produced by the boundary condition at the ends of the bearing, which

for the plain beam was

A

B ••

C =

= 2h

_ 24
21

552
245 h

is now given by
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where

(XI )2 = GAGC-(GB)2
 l 2

with

1225f2

Thus

giving

^ 30 r 30

where 5 is the shape factor. In this case then the penetration length is of the same order as the width

of the bearing.
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Figure 3.1 Beam model showing dimensions and shear loading
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xl

Figure 3.2 Displacement of field of beam with shear and warping
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Figure 3.3 Beam model under shear end load

4. Interaction of Fiber Tension and Fiber Flexure

Each individual fiber of a single plane of reinforcement is made up of an extremely large

number of single fibers twisted into a thread. The modulus of elasticity of the fiber material is

extremely high of the order of 120 GPa (### psi), and the possibility of extending or compressing

of fibers at the outer edges of a thread is extremely unlikely. The flexure of the thread must hap-

pen by an interfacial slip of one fiber over another. The tension on the thread, induced by the ver-

tical load through the lateral bulging of the rubber, causes an interfacial shear stress between the

fibers in a single thread, and this frictional stress must be overcome before the threads can bend to

accommodate the warping of the cross section.

We visualize that each thread has a frictional moment, M*, which has to be overcome and

which remains constant during the deformation. We further postulate that the frictional moment

depends on the value of the tension force, Tj, in the fiber, i.e.,

MfTf)
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and the instantaneous work done per unit length of the thread per unit time is

w = M£Tf)kf

where Kf is the rate of change of fiber curvature. The sign of the curvature and the moment must

be the same to ensure that the rate of work is always positive.

The primary quantity of interest is the energy dissipated in the cycle {EDC) by the entire

bearing and some of the EDC will come from the hysteresis of the elastomer and some from the

fiber friction. If the bearing is subjected to a complete cycle of displacement with a maximum

value Dmax, then each element of thread will experience a maximum curvature Kmax, which

depends on the location of the reinforcing sheet in the bearing, denoted by the discrete variable xi

and position along the fiber denoted by the continuous variable }y (see Fig. 4.1).

The total EDC then becomes

EDC =

Tf= T{

where Nt is the number of threads in a single sheet of reinforcement.

Of the various functions to appear in this equation all are known from the earlier analysis

except the dependence of Mf on Tf. It is worth noting that Tj can be replaced in this by W since

the analysis provides this dependence. Thus

EDC = 4W^N^max(xi)lfr((xi)>yf)fw"(xi>yf)dyf

i length

where Kmax has been replaced by

length of thread

and

Tf = Wfr
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The minimal form for the dependence of M* on iy is

Mf = a + p7y

where a and |3 are constants to be determined from experimental work.

Figure 4.1
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Force - deformation behaviour in shear for ENEA bearing
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is used by the former and ABAQUS by the latter institution.

Description of the problem - The force-deformation behaviour of a circular layer of rubber
bonded to rigid surface was investigated. This model problem was chosen because of its
simplicity and the relatively short processing time required.

Rubber layer geometry - external diameter: 240mm
- central hoie diameter: 20mm
- thickness: 5mm

Finite element representation: A 3-D model was used. Half the layer (about a vertical plane of
symmetry) was discretized with appropriate symmetry and boundary conditions

-16 subdivisions along the internal and external circumference - see Figure 9
- 7 elements along the radius
- 5 solid elements through the rubber layer thickness.

The elements were 8 noded Hermann formulation "element 84" with full integration.

Figure 9: 3-D Finite element model of a half single disc of rubber



(a. 1) Vertical deflection of the rubber iayer under combined compression and shear loading

Figure 10 shows the vertical deflection predicted by MARC of the layer for two values of bulk
compression namely K = 5000MPa (default value) and 1.7 x 1010 MPa. Changing the bulk
modulus appears not to have affected the vertical stiffness. Under 200kN load the vertical
deflection is 105.Sum. The results predicted by ABAQUS also shown in Figure 10 for an
incompressible material. The vertical deflection under 200kN load is 97.1 um.

0.12

MARC K =17x£6 GPa

ABAQUS

MARC K =5 GPA

4 5 6
Load Increment

0 X 2 .
Figure 10: MARC and ABAQUS predicted vertical deflection of a single disc of rubber when
subjected to a 200kN compressiveload followed by shear deflection up to 200% (applied in the
last 5 increments). Material model: Mooney-Rivlin with coefficients CI0, C0I, C u , C20andC02.

An importantobservationis the increase in the height after the fifth increment This corresponds
to the point where shear deflection starts to apply. This behaviour is not observed- Figure 11
shows experimentalresults obtained by applying shear deformation on a double shear testpiece
and monitoring the contractionin the thickness of the testpiece. The results show a 2% reduction
in the thickness of the testpieceat 200% shear strain. The calculated increase in the height of the
layer during the imposition of the shear deformation appears to be unaffected by the value for
the bulk modulus.

(a2) Shear deformation

The shear stiffness of the layer appears to be unaffected by the bulk modulus value (see Figure
12). At large strain the stiffness appears to increase as expected, however strain softening at
small strain is not observed. This may be due to the fact that the quality of the fit to the
experimental data of the shear characterization test is not good at small strain. This is
particularly the case for the Mooney-Rivlin function. The shear force at 200% shear strain ie.
at the maximum is 42.9kN from the MARC analysis and 42.85kN from ABAQUS.

to'
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Figure 11: Percentage reduction in the thickness of a rubber disc after the imposition of a
shear deformation
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Figure 12: MARC and ABAQUS predicted shear force-deformation behaviour under 200kN
compressive load. Material model same as in Figure 10.

(b) Ogden formulation

(b. 1) Vertical deflection of the rubber layer under combined compression and shear loading

The compressive deflection shown in Figure 13 indicates the Ogden function leads to much less
deflection than the Mooney-Rivlin. The deflection under 200RN calculated using MARC is



64.1nm for the Ogden model compared with 105.5 urn for the Mooney model. ABAQUS
predicted 81.8 jam for the former.

ABAQUS

MARC K =17xE6 GPa

4 5 6
Load Increment

Figure 13: MARC and ABAQUS predicted vertical deflection of a single disc of rubber
when subjected to a 200kN compressive load followed by shear deflection up to 200%

(applied in the last 5 increments). Material model: Ogden with five terms.

The Ogden model appears to predict slightly more realistic behaviour for the height after the
imposition of the shear deformation. Up to 120% shear strain in the rubber the analysis based
on Ogden predicts a further drop in height. Beyond this point the height of the rubber layer starts
to increase contrary to experimental obervation. ABAQUS results show similar behaviour.

(b2) Shear deformation

Figure 14 shows the shear force-deformation of the rubber layer under combined compression
and shear. The curve calculated by MARC shows strain softening at the beginning, but there is
no evidence of the rise in stiffness expected at large strains ie. 200%. This behaviour is opposite
to that observed using the Mooney model for the material. The shear force at 200% is 33kN and
that predicted by the Mooney model is 43kN. ABAQUS predicts the shear force at 200% to be
38.95kN compared with 31.7kN by MARC. The shape of the curve is quite different from
MARC's.

The degree of agreement between MARC and ABAQUS is reasonable when using the Mooney-
Rivlin model. However, the Ogden formula leads to a 26% difference in vertical stiffness
predictions. When shear deformation is applied the shear force predicted agrees very well for
Mooney-Rivlin. For Ogden, however, the shape of the two curves are different. MARC shows
the strain softening feature at small strains better than ABAQUS, whereas ABAQUS shows the
stiffening feature at large strains better.

The reliability of FEA predictions can only be assessed by comparison with experimental results
or analytical solutions. There is therefore a need for suitable "bench-mark" problems. A possible
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Data on Natural Rubber Bearing

• Geometric data
Thickness of rubber sheet: 5.7 mm
Ntlitiber of rubber layers: 25
Total thickness of rubber layers: 142.5 mm(5.7mm x 25)
Thickness of steel plate: 3.1 mm
NUinber of steel plates:
biameter of rubber D:
Diameter of inner hole Di:
Primary shape factor Scl:
Secondary shape factor Sc2:

24.
1012 mm
126 mm
38.9
7.1

D Specification
Design vertical load: 200tonf
(l/i.58 scale model of prototype 500tonf bearing)
besign vertical stress: 25kgf/cm/cm
horizontal frequency fh: 0.5Hz (Th = 2sec)
Vertical frequency fv: >20Hz
Shear modulus G of rubber 6kgf/cm/cm o.-t

7 /
L-Di-J

y/7\

-D-



Shear deformation behaviour of CRIEPI-NRB
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Force - deformation behaviour in shear for CRIEPI-NRB

bulk modulus = 2.5 E9
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Vertical displacement of the CRIEPI - NRB subjected to 200% shear strain
followed by 150 tonf vertical load

Material model = Seki
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bulk modulus
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Vertical displacement of the CRIEPI - NRB subjected to 200% shear strain
followed by 150 tonf vertical load

Material model = Seki
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bulk modulus = 2.5.E9
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Data on Lead Plug Rubber Bearing
• Geometric data

Thickness of rubber sheet: 4.9 mm
Number of rubber layers: 25
Total thickness of rubber layers: 122.5 mm(4.9mm x 25)
Thickness of steel plate: 3.1 mm
Number of steel plates:
Diameter of rubber D:
Diameter of inner hole Di:
Primary shape factor Scl:
Secondary shape factor Sc2:

24
876 mm
98 mm
44.4
7.1

D Specification
Design vertical load: 150tonf
(1/1.83 scale model of prototype 500tonf bearing)

Design vertical stress: 25kgf/cm/cm
Horizontal frequency fh: 0.5Hz (Th = 2sec)
Vertical frequency fv: >20Hz
Shear modulus G of rubber 6kgf/cm/cm

i
Di

D

IIU

2
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Force - deformation behaviour in shear for LRB
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Comparison of data assuming W is a function of Ij only
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Davies, De, Thomas

W = A '
2(1 - nil) u

Gregory, Muhr, Stephens

W = — A - ( L -3\V-°n +
 B (L -3V1+m/2>

(2 - n) u ; (2 + m) l !

tension/compression

a 1 = [X - A' 2 ) [A(I1 - 3)-n/2 + B ^ - 3)11172'

pure shear
rr - f l _ l - 3 \ I A / T _ Q\-n/2 ^ TD/T a\m/2

i ~ v

simple shear

v = y [ A / I J - 3)"1172 + B ( I X - 3)11172



Comparison of data, assuming strain energy is a fuction of I} only
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Uniaxial compression
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1-1 Simulation of NRB test (data provided by CRIEPI, Japan)

[ Geometric data of 2001 NRB]
Thickness of rubber sheet: 5.7 mm
Number of rubber layers: 25
Total thickness of rubber layers: 142.5 mm(5.7mm x 25)
Thickness of steel plate: 3.1 mm
Number of steel plates: 24
Diameter of rubber D: 1012 mm
Diameter of center hole Di: 126 mm

[Specification of 200 t NRB]
Design vertical load: 200tonf (1/1.58 scale model of prototype 500tonf bearing)
Design vertical stress: 25kgf/cm/cm
Horizontal frequency fh: 0.5Hz (Th = 2sec)
Vertical frequency fv: >20Hz
Shear modulus G 6kgf/cm/cm



[Geometric data of 501 NRB]
Thickness of rubber sheet: 2.8 mm
Number of rubber layers: 25
Total thickness of rubber layers: 70 mm(2.8mm x 25)
Thickness of steel plate: 1.6 mm
Number of steel plates: 24
Diameter of rubber D: 506 mm
Diameter of center hole Di: 63 mm

[Specification of 501 NRB]
Design vertical load: 50tonf (1/3.168 scale model of prototype 500tonf bearing)
Design vertical stress: 25kgfî cm/cm
Horizontal frequency fh: 0.5Hz (Th = 2sec)
Vertical frequency fv: >20Hz
Shear modulus G 6kg^cm/cm



[Geometric data of 1501 LRB]
Thickness of rubber sheet: 4.9 mm
Number of rubber layers: 25
Total thickness of rubber layers: 122.5 mm(4.9mm x 25)
Thickness of steel plate: 3.1mm
Number of steel plates: 24
Diameter of rubber D: 876 mm
Diameter of inner hole Di: 98 mm

[Specification of 1501 LRB]
Design vertical load: 150tonf (1/1.83 scale model of prototype 500tonf bearing)
Design vertical stress: 25kg^cm/cm
Horizontal frequency fli: 0.5Hz (Th = 2sec)
Vertical frequency fv: >20Hz
Shear modulus G 6kgfycm/cm



[Geometric data of 50 t LRB]
Thickness of rubber sheet: 2.8 mm
Number of rubber layers: 25
Total thickness of rubber layers: 70 mm(2.8mm x 25)
Thickness of steel plate: 1.6 mm
Number of steel plates: 24
Diameter of rubber D: 506 mm
Diameter of inner hole Di: 57 mm

[Specification of 50 t LRB]
Design vertical load:
Design vertical stress:
Horizontal frequency fh:
Vertical frequency fv:
Shear modulus G

SOtonf (1/3.16 scale model of prototype 500tonf bearing)
25kgfycm/cm

0.5Hz (Th = 2sec)
>20Hz
6kgf/cm/cm

—-JSb



i ^1

STATIC TWO DIMENSIONAL TEST EQUIPMENT

Vertical actuator—
JAL Capability

Load
Displacement
Veloci ty

Horizontal
±600tf(5880kN)

±600mm
±0. 5cm/sec

Ve r t i ca i
±600tf(5880kN)

±350mm
±0.5cm/sec

Operating data

[Combined compression and shear loading test]

• Cyclic loading test: sinusoidal loading (<0.01Hz)
• Break test: monotonic loading

[ Compression test]
• Cyclic loading test: sinusoidal loading (<0.01Hz)

with offset shear strain



Strain energy function used in the simulation using ABAQUS

• NRB and LRB (Japan)

Seki's form

- a; + bA-3) + CiCIi-3)3 + diexpfeffi - 3)) (i=l, 2) (by Seki, W, 1987)

where, al=2.09, bl=1.35E-l, cl=2.4E-3, dl=1.75, el=-2.12

a2=0.138, b2=-1.64E-2, c2=6.44E-4, d2=-0.7, e2=-6.44 (unit: kg/cm/cm)

Pressure-volumetric strain relation

p= ^ ( J D + I

Constants Di are determined from volumetric strain test



• HDR (Italy)

Polynomial form:

u = i QjcTi - m% - iy + X, ̂ <Jel - D

• HDR (Korea)
Polynomial form:
u = I Cgdi - mh - iy + x Jr<Jel - D2i

Ogden's form:

u = t ^W1 + X? + x?' - 3) + i ^kr1 - i)2i

V



Stress-strain relationship of lead used in the simulation

Young's modulus E = 1750 kgf/mm/mm

Poisson's ratio v = 0.44
Yield stress av = 0.2 kgf /mm/mm

After yielding stress-strain relationship of the lead used is
expressed as (JSME, 1982)

a t = 4.0 (1 + 0.096 Iog10et)e?-31

a t : tensile true stress
et : true strain
et :true strain rate

isotropic hardening rule is applied
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2. Numerical simulation of shaking table test for base-isolated steel frame

2-1 Simulation for base-fixed frame

• Modelling: three-dimensional frame
• Steps of analysis:

1. Eigen value analysis
2. Evaluation of modal damping assuming damping of structural member
3. Evaluate damping matrix C of structure
4. Direct integration of equation of motion in time domain

• Program used: TDAPIII (general purpose dynamic analysis program)
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2-2 Simulation for base-isolated frame

•Modelling:
Superstructure: three-dimensional frame
Isolators: elasto-plastic element + nonlinear elastic spring

• Steps of analysis:

1, Eigen value analysis
2, Evaluation of modal damping assuming damping of structural member
3. Evaluate damping matrix C of structure
4. Direct integration of equation of motion in time domain

• Program used: TDAPIII (general purpose dynamic analysis program)
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